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Cornerstone Yearbook 95-96 
"I have come that 
they might have 
LIFE 
and have it to the 
FULL." 
John 10:10 
Northwestern College 
Orange City, Iowa 51041 
Volume 57 
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The new year brought even more changes to 
the ever-evolving Northwestern campus. The new 
dorm neared its completion ... ready for a bevy of 
women to move in in the coming fall. Zwemer 
seemed to be coming along just fine, aside from 
the occasional collapsing scaffolding . Boy, it sure 
was fun trying to find all those offices spread all 
over campus, wasn't it? The much-anticipated 
opening of the Bultman Center finally took place. 
However, another type of change also took 
place at Northwestern. Questions were raised 
about whether or not students were really applying 
themselves, and taking advantage of the opportu-
nities give them in academics, the arts , and 
athletics. 
We here at the Cornerstone chose our theme 
to emphasize that it is only because of the sacri-
fice Jesus made for us that we are given any hope 
and opportunity in life at all. We hope as you 
browse through your yearbook you will honestly 
contemplate your choices, and remember to carpe 
diem. 
Joy Blackwell and Kenda Hallman express their joy at having 
Dramatic Literature together. 
After many hours of laying brick and installing windows and 
ogling & cat-calling at the women on campus, the construction 
workers finally finished their job. 
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•••• 
Nothing breaks Mark Nordyke's concentration when he's involved in a 
musical performance. 
• The construction workers at Zwemer continue building , renovating , and 
• makingthat really annoying sawing-through-concrete noise . 
• • • • 
·- - ·-
Members of the drill team "do a little dance" to entertain the crowd during a home 
basketball game in the new Bultman Center. 
Northwestern's newest band , Copywright, takes a break from their busy 
performance schedule. 
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Right: Beth Byrnes, Jon Holte, and Jeff Ellis 
take a moment to pose for the camera while 
handing out Orientation packets to all the new 
students. 
Below: Chris Winterboer shows off his muscles 
(or lack of) to all the beautiful new freshman 
during Orientation weekend. 
Above: With a body like Toshi 's 
who needs al ot of clothes (even in 
the middle of winter) . 
Right: Paul Leinheiser thinks 
"Hmm ... . so this is what the Greeks 
must have felt like." 
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LIVING LIFE TO THE FULL-
"By standing firm you will gain life."-Luke 21 :19 
fie many faces of life 
----
Under headline: A group of NWC men gather in the 
RSC during a coffee house. 
Above: Rebecca Hanson and Ami Christenson doing 
impov. at the NWC Dinner Theatre . 
Left: The men of the Great White North. 
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Danelle Adams Denison, IA Biology/ 
Health Professions 
Bryce Armstrong Grinnell , IA Biology 
Bryce Assink South Haven, Ml Chem-
istry/Physics 
Darcie Assink Oskaloosa, IA English 
Teaching 
Lance Baatz Rock Rapids , IA Busi-
ness Administration 
Josh Banks Cannon Falls , MN Busi-
ness Administration 
Deb Bandstra Sioux Center, IA Busi-
ness Administration 
Craig Barnes Raymond, WI Theatre/ 
Speech 
Joy S. TerLouw-Blackwell Tama, IA 
Theatre/Sociology 
Josh Blakesley Newtown, PA Theatre/ 
Speech 
Erica J. Bloom Albert City, IA Account-
ing/Business Administration 
Susan K. Boote Hull , IA Political 
Science/Public Relations 
Tamara Bouwman Rock Valley, IA 
Diane A. Boysen Laurel , NE Psychol-
ogy 
Lewis B.ram Rockwell , IA Religion/ 
History 
Peter Bruins Bellflower, CA Communi-
cations Ministry 
Brandt Carlson Storm Lake, IA Recre-
ation 
Stephanie Churchill Lincoln , NE 
Political Science 
Kayla Clark Grand Rapids , MN Physi-
cal Education 
Shannon Claude Atlantic, IA Elemen-
tary Education/Special Education 
6 Seniors 
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Joan Conn Sioux Center, IA Sociology 
Matt Connor Council Bluffs , IA Physi-
cal Education 
Jeffrey D. Cook Fonda, IA Communi-
cations 
Rebecca Daniel Brooklyn, NY Sociol-
ogy 
Kerri Davelaar South Holland, IL 
Social Work 
Amy DeBoer Doon, IA Elementary 
Education 
Carrie Dean Leon, IA English 
Brad Eckhoff Omaha, NE Business 
Administration 
Tina Eischeid Manilla, IA Elementary 
Education 
Sarah Elgersma Baileyville , IL El-
ementary Education 
Jill Erickson Prarie View, KS Account-
ing/Business Administration 
Kristin Falksen Eagan, MN Music/ 
Christian Education 
Happy Foster Attica, IN Music/French 
Paula Frangenberg Sheldon , IA 
Valerie Garner SD Music Education 
Dana Bolte-Gleason Orange City, IA 
Elementary Education/Coaching/Early 
Childhood 
Tabbatha Grein Sheldon , IA English 
Teaching 
Nicki Greving Prarie View, KS Social 
Work 
Jennifer Groendyke Sanborn , IA 
Elementary Education 
Scott Grooters 
Seniors 7 
Ryan Haack Sanborn , IA Business 
Administration/Management/Economics 
Chuck Hall Mcintire, IA Communica-
tions 
Kris Hansen Spencer, IA Math 
Joy Hanson Edgerton , MN Social 
Work 
Lennis Harberts Sibley, IA Business 
Education 
Melissa Harder Hartley, IA Elementary 
Education 
Justin Hartman Cedar Falls , IA Biology 
Teaching 
Emi Hasegawa Japan Sociology 
Geoffrey W. Haug Omaha, NE Chris-
tian Education/History 
Mark Haverdink Orange City, IA 
Christian Education 
Wendy Hensley Otley, IA Art 
Jason Hershberger Kalona, IA Com-
munication Studies 
Lily Heung Hong Kong 
Christy Hoffman Grand Rapids , Ml 
Elementary Education 
Brad Hofmeyer Hospers, IA 
Terri Hofmeyer Alton , IA Social Work 
Jonathan Holthe Logan, IA Account-
ing/Business Administration 
Valerie Honig Chicago, IL Biology 
Jon Hood Spokane, WA History 
Education 
Nicole Hulstein Orange City, IA Busi-
ness Administration 
8 Seniors 
Lori Ann Jensen Lexington, NE Sociol-
ogy/Criminal Justice 
Heather Johnson Spencer, IA Psy-
chology 
Tryg Johnson 
Kira Jones Prince Edward Island, 
Canada Theatre 
Michele Jones Redlands, CA 
Craig Juffer Sibley, IA Elementary 
Education 
Ayako Kai Kumamoto, Japan 
Sue Kinkaid Orange City, IA History 
Marci Klahsen Aplington, IA Elemen-
tary Education 
Jeff Klein Bellflower, CA Business 
Adminstration 
Jill Kment Stanton, NE Business 
Finance 
Jody Kock Sioux Falls, SD Elementary 
Education 
Jason Kooiker LeMars, IA Business 
Finance/Management 
Scott Kosters 
Kristi Kraayenhof Luverne, MN Busi-
ness Administration/ Accounting 
Brett Kreykes Sheldon, IA Computer 
Science 
Tina Kroon Hospers, IA Accounting 
Timothy Kruckman Albert City, IA 
History 
Brian Krueger Battle Creek, IA Com-
puter Science/Accounting 
Jonathan Kruse Burt, IA Psychology 
Seniors 9 
Mark Laman Ripon, CA Elementary 
Education 
Karissa Lassen LeMars, IA Elemen-
tary Education 
Jason Lief Mason City, IA History 
Mary Lundquist Spencer, IA Business 
Administration/Finance 
Michelle Maassen Bothell, WA El-
ementary Education/Special Education 
Josh Martinsen Hartley, IA Biology 
Teaching 
Melanie Mason Pocahontas, IA Exer-
cise Science 
Michelle Meendering Sibley, IA El-
ementary Education/Special Education 
Carla Meinke Redlands, CA 
Jennifer S. Messer Forest City, IA 
Theatre/Speech 
Donna Milkie Green Bay, WI English/ 
Philosophy 
Nicole Molnau Cologne, MN Elemen-
tary Education 
Jennie Morgan Brownsburg , IN Com-
munications 
Jason Mouw Stanwood, WA Environ-
mental Science 
Stacy Muilenburg Spencer, IA Ac-
counting 
Barbara H. Nemec Midland, SD 
Business/Finance 
Rebecca Nemec Midland, SD Elemen-
tary Education 
Barbara Nibbelink Sioux Center, IA 
Social Work 
Midori Okawa Akashi , Japan Music 
Sheri Ollmann Bellflower, CA Business 
Administration 
10 Seniors 
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Matt Oltmanns Sioux Falls , SD Biol-
ogy 
Kim Oolman Orange City, IA Business 
Administration/Finance 
lkuko Oshiro Okinawa, Japan Psychol-
ogy 
Joe Paglia, Jr. Lynwood, IL Social 
Work 
Ann Pelzer 
Allison Peterson Hardwick, MN El-
ementary Education/Special Education 
Carolyn Pettit Nanticoke, PA Spanish 
Scott Petty Elliott, IA Elementary 
Education 
Karla Ploeger Storm Lake, IA Busi-
ness Administration/Finance 
Tobias Posvar Lyons, NE English/ 
Theatre Education 
Ted Radloff Magnolia, IA Business 
Administration/Management/Finance 
Rene Ramaker Steen, MN 
Darla Redeker Titonka, IA Math 
Teaching 
Elise Rens Apple Valley, MN Pre-Med 
Eileen Ringnalda Stout, IA Communi-
cation Studies 
Caroline Rogers Wichita, KS Recre-
ation/Business 
Jenifer Simm Paullina, IA Elementary 
Education/Special Education 
Nicole Sankey Jackson, MN Business 
Administration/Finance 
Tomoko Sawada Tokyo, Japan 
Keith Schleicher Plymouth , WI Com-
puter Science/Mathematics 
Seniors 11 
Terese Schulte Orange City, IA Social 
Work 
Jennifer Sams Avoca, IA Elementary 
Education/Special Education 
Paul Slaughter Alton , IA Philosophy 
Greg Smit Brandon, WI Business 
Administration/Management/Coaching 
Keith Starkenburg Rapid City, SD 
Humanities 
Rebekah L. Starkenburg Oostburg, WI 
English 
Emi Takada Shizuoka, Japan Busi-
ness Administration 
Dan Taylor Sioux Center, IA Business 
Administration/Management/Finance 
Diane Auman-TeGrotenhuis Holland, 
NE English Education 
Danyale Temple Clinton, IA 
Humanties 
Crystal TenHaken Hull , IA Elementary 
Education 
Greg Terpstra Lynden, WA Elemen-
tary Education 
Matt Trahms Pardeeville, WI Physical 
Education 
Rebecca Trost Sutherland, IA K-12 
Instrumental Music 
Adam Tyrrell Manchester, IA Business 
Administration/Management/Finance 
Edgar Urriola 
Ryan VandeBerg Brandon, WI Ac-
counting 
Les VandenBerg Sanborn, IA Christian 
Education 
Jeremy VandeNoord Pella, IA Busi-
ness Administration/Christian Educa-
tion/Coaching 
Dean VanFarowe Hamilton, Ml Reli-
gion 
12 Seniors 
Steve VanGorp Sioux Center , 
IA Business Administration 
Sherri VanRoekel Sioux Cen-
ter , IA Business Administra-
tion/Finance 
Melissa Vanweelden 
Oskaloosa , IA Social Work 
Tammy VanWyk Bloomington , MN 
Exercise Science 
Eric Vanzee Rock Valley , IA 
Business Administration 
Alison Veldhuis Sheldon, IA Biology/ 
Health Professions 
Rachel Vermeer Rock Valley, IA 
Communication Studies 
Shane Versteeg 
Jamaree Vest Ashland , NE 
Social Work 
Melissa Virtue Lansdale, PA Psychol-
ogy 
Abbie Vis Des Moines, IA Biology/ 
Health Professions 
Candy Volkers Boyden , IA 
Elementary Education 
Travis J . Volz Parker, SD 
Mass Communications 
Micah Weddell Prarie City, IA Biology/ 
Secondary Education 
Daniel R. Wilterdink Oostburg, WI 
Computer Science/Business 
Administration 
Josh Wolff Aplington , IA 
Business Administration 
David A. Wynn Charles City , 
IA Computer Science 
Brent Young Treynor, IA Business 
Administration/Management/Finance 
Jill Zeiger Des Moines, IA Communi-
cations/Christian Education 
Seniors 13 
3arb Zoet Hull , IA Business Adminis-
:ration/Finance 
Jill Zylstra Sheldon, IA Business 
A.dministration/Finance 
Brian Greller Orange City, IA Spanish 
Michele Guthridge Peterson , IA Social 
Work 
Senator Phil Gramm and Charleton Heston 
converse during one of Gramm's campaign stops 
at Northwestern. 
"Doc" fearlessly leads the Drama Ministries 
Ensemble through the streets of Chicago during 
Spring Break. 
Chris Winterboer takes time out from a busy day 
to relax in front of the big screen . 
Bronson Pasko, Darrin Kimpson, and Doug Otto 
entertain the crowd with some Beach Boys music 
during the Air Band competition. 
Dan Smith performs with Copywright at one of 
the many Northwestern coffeehouses. 
14 
Jonathan Lee is quite 
amused by Sara 
Veldhuizen's attempt to 
create a Halloween costume 
for her trick or treating. 
Ami Christensen an d 
Veronica Busby do some 
roommate bonding over a 
bowl of chocolate pud-
ding. 
The citizens of Hamelin 
mourn the destruction of 
their town by rats . 
Kevin Kroeze sends the ball to the 
other court during tennis practice. 
These women watch in amaze-
ment during SAC's Crazy Bowling 
night. 
15 
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Amber Anderson 
Rochester, WA 
Tina Anderson 
Laurie Aykens 
Orange City, IA 
Trent J. Baatz 
Rock Rapids, IA 
Chad Baker 
Sibley, IA 
Mel issa Baumgarn 
Sibley, IA 
Graig Bears 
Spirit Lake, IA 
Jeff Beekhuizen 
Orange City, IA 
Kim Benz 
Eagan, MN 
Leticia Bergeson 
Alden, IA 
Cheri Bergman 
Mason City, IA 
Kristen Bernardy 
Lynden, WA 
Parul Bhandari 
India 
Holli Bleil 
Kingsley, IA 
Matt Bloom 
Sioux Rapids, IA 
Mike Bogaard 
Orange City, IA 
Angela Bonnema 
Sioux Falls, SD 
Tim Brinkley 
Kent, WA 
Pamela Brinks 
Slaton , MN 
Jodi Brooks 
Rockwell City, IA 
Joanne Brower 
Hamilton, Ml 
Darren Sundt 
Glidden, IA 
Beth Byrnes 
Muscatine, IA 
Dean Calsbeek 
Hull , IA 
Tina Calsbeek 
Sioux Falls, SD 
1 6 Juniors 
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Summer Camerer 
Storm Lake, IA 
Tina E. Carbone 
Bridgeport, CT 
Jason Carlton 
Ogallala, NE 
Heidi Cater 
Methow WA 
Robin Chalstrom 
Moorland, IA 
Julia Chebakova 
Julie Clapp 
Rock Valley, IA 
Danny Cresswell 
Broken Arrow, OK 
Jenny Davenport 
Cedar Rapids, IA 
Dan DeGroot 
Rock Valley, IA 
Myra DeHaan 
Orange City, IA 
Daron DeJong 
Orange City, IA 
Leah DeVisser 
Alton, IA 
Kristie Dewald 
Alexandria, SD 
Lisa Dummer 
Elkmound, WI 
Andy Ellingson 
Newton, IA 
Angie Ellingson 
Newton, IA 
Bryant Engelmann 
Storm Lake, IA 
Robbin Eppinga 
Pete Errington 
Lennox, SD 
Brandon Fastenow 
Ruthven, IA 
Landon Finch 
LaMirada, CA 
Jennifer Gillstedt 
Naperville, IL 
Rachel Govig 
Griswold , IA 
Stephanie Grandia 
Johnston, IA 
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Melissa Gregory 
Chandler, MN 
Vicki Grooters 
Boyden , IA 
Susan R. Hagge 
Menno, SD 
Curtis Hamstra 
Colorado Springs, 
co 
Marlon Haverdink 
Ankeny, IA 
Kay Hekter 
Logan , IA 
Mark Henderson 
Laura Hibma 
Sheldon , IA 
Matthew Hill 
Waverly , NE 
Greg Hofland 
Orange City, IA 
Clint Hogrefe 
Albert City, IA 
Jacqueline J. Hueser 
Marcus, IA 
Shawn Hulst 
Zeeland, Ml 
Stephanie Hutchcraft 
Thornton , CO 
Tina Jackson 
Schoolcraft , Ml 
Michelle Janssen 
Rock Valley, IA 
Mark Johnson 
Sioux City, IA 
Sheila Jones 
Winnebago, MN 
Wendi Klein 
Sioux Falls , SD 
Kri s Kling 
Sterling, KS 
Elaine Knight 
Adams, MN 
Jason Kohnekamp 
Deloit, IA 
Rumi Kosaka 
Tokyo, Japan 
Corrie Kotzian 
Des Moines, IA 
Melissa Krempges 
Independence, IA 
18 Juniors 
Amy Kroesche 
Monona, IA 
Kevin W. Kropf 
Anamosa, IA 
D-Pac Kurian 
Queens, NY 
Brent Lamfers 
Sioux Center 
Loren Lantz 
Moorhead, IA 
John Lauck 
West Bend, IA 
Angie Lawson 
Greenville, IA 
Robert Leekley 
Kingsley, IA 
Amanda Lowman 
Milford, IA 
Marilyn Lupkes 
Dumont, IA 
Shelly Mahr 
Blair, NE 
Tammy Mason 
Newell , IA 
Clinton McMartin 
Wellsburg, IA 
Jason Medina 
Bellflower, CA 
Jennifer Meendering 
Orange City, IA 
Tara Meyer 
Raymond , MN 
Jody Miller 
Freeman, SD 
Joshua Mills 
Sibley, IA 
Brad Moss 
Hull, IA 
Carrie Moss 
Griswold, IA 
Nathan Naffziger 
Fort Dodge, IA 
Greta Olson 
Downers Grove , IL 
Miwa Onaka 
Japan 
Matt Oosterhuis 
Des Moines, IA 
Denny Orr 
Canfield , OH 
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Bronson Pasko 
Carrie Pederson 
Adel , IA 
Delia Pini 
Mechanicsville, IA 
Melanie Potteboum 
Sioux Center, IA 
Amy Pust 
Appleton, MN 
Wendy Rainboth 
Marcus, IA 
Jill Rasmussen 
Waverly, IA 
Missy Remus 
Fond du Lac, WI 
Jeremy Riel 
Waupun, WI 
Becky Robbins 
Redlands, CA 
Kristine Rogers 
Menlo, IA 
Penny Rouse 
Dickens, IA 
Joel Rustad 
Nicollet, MN 
Wendi Schalekamp 
Orange City, IA 
Brad Schelling 
Sioux City, IA 
Elizabeth Schendel 
Red Wing, MN 
Debby Schleusener 
Marathon, IA 
Jason Schrock 
Adel, IA 
Julie Schuiteman 
Orange City, IA 
Chris Seaman 
Meavon, WI 
Nate Shaddick 
Scottsbluff, NE 
Ryan Shetler 
Wellman , IA 
Shizuka Shimabukuro 
Japan 
Jason Smit 
Brandon, WI 
Nicky Smith 
Aurelia, IA 
20 Juniors 
Shawn Starkenburg 
Rapid City, SD 
Joel Sterk 
Sheldon, IA 
Jennifer Taylor 
Orange City, IA 
Nathan Teigland 
Jewell , IA 
Heather Turnwall 
Orange City, IA 
Daron VanBeek 
Jayson VandeHoef 
Sibley, IA 
Amy G. VandenBosch 
Larchwood, IA 
Jason Vanden Bosch 
Modesto, CA 
Gretchen VanderVelde 
Rock Valley, IA 
Todd VanderWaal 
Pella, IA 
Tanya Vanderwal 
Paramount, CA 
Kris Vanderzwaag 
Orange City, IA 
Derek VandeSlunt 
Brandon, WI 
Emily VanDonslear 
Hospers, IA 
Neal VanDyke 
Sioux City, IA 
Brenda VanEngen 
Sheldon, IA 
Ben VanEngelenhoven 
Orange City, IA 
Krista VanGorp 
Orange City, IA 
Heather VanHorn 
Pella, IA 
JennHer Vanleeuwen 
LeMars, IA 
Laura VanWyk 
Mitchellville, IA 
Sara D. Veldhuizen 
Oskaloosa, IA 
Sara L. Veldhuizen 
Orange City, IA 
Shawna Versteeg 
Orange City, IA 
Juniors 21 
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Abby Verburg Pella, IA 
Amy Verhey Pella, IA 
Catherine Vermeer Sioux Center, IA 
Julie Vermeer Hull , IA 
Julie Vermeer Orange City, IA 
Jennifer Waldhart Spencer, WI 
Cindy Wiekamp Sanborn, IA 
Cliff Willey Castalia, IA 
Dawn Wittke Cedar Rapids , IA 
Scott Wolfswinkel Rock Valley, IA 
Amy Work Swea City, IA 
Renee Wrzesinske Fond du Lac, WI 
Brandi Young Marion, IA 
Eric Zehnder Paramount, CA 
Sheri Zimmerman Rapid City, SD 
Dorene Hanke Newton, IA 
Kevin Vanderlinden Carlisle, IA 
Kristine Vanzante Pella, IA 
AUTOGRAPHS 
Michelle Aberson Orange City, IA 
Wendy Ackerberg Essex, IA 
Beth Ahrenholz Prinsburg , IA 
Amanda Aldrich Algona, IA 
Heidi Altena Sioux Center, IA 
Angela Anderson Colorado Springs, 
co 
Holly Arends Lester, IA 
Kristin Arneson Hayti , SD 
Sherrie Barber Chariton, IA 
Flavia Black Hacienda Hgts., CA 
Patrick Blackwell Elk River, MN 
Kari Blankers Sheldon, IA 
Brian Boote Lester, IA 
John Boyer Middleton, ID 
Lori Braatz Jordon, MN 
Amy Brown Denison, IA 
Nick Brown Casper, NY 
Joshua Burkholder Bellflower, CA 
Jennifer Calhoon Clarinda, IA 
Linsay Carlson Storm Lake, IA 
Karla Cook Palmdale, CA 
JLC R. Cordova Olongapo City, 
Phi Iii pines 
Claire Culver Cypress, CA 
Jim Daniels Stanwood, WA 
Jill Davelaar 
Jamison Davies Brandon, WI 
Eric DeBie Cerritos, CA 
Heather DeGroot Orange City, IA 
Annalissa DeJong Orange City, IA 
Chris Deam Hampton, IA 
Adam Dotson Ruthven , IA 
Nikki Dykstra Oostburg, WI 
Patti Dykstra Hull , IA 
Amy Eben George, IA 
Emily Eller, Urbandale, IA 
Jeff Ellis, Des Moines, IA 
Bret Engelkes Wellsburg, IA 
Leah Evans Griswold , IA 
Karri Faber Sioux Center, IA 
Carrie Farley Des Moines, IA 
Laura Ferguson Orchard, NE 
Beth Fisher Wild Rose, WI 
24 
Rebecca Flanagan Jasper, MN 
Eric Galstad Worthington, MN 
Michelle Glasser Orange City, IA 
Jill Gochenour Mondamin, IA 
Jill Godeke Hollandale, MN 
Jacqueline Graner Kellogg, MN 
Devani Griffieon Marshalltown, IA 
Rochelle Grooters Orange City, IA 
Kenda Hallman Lancaster, PA 
Kelli Hansen Harlan, IA 
Stacey Harman Hull , IA 
Todd Hartbecke Wheatland, IA 
Pete Heeg Toronto, Canada 
Tracy Hickey Gowrie, IA 
Julie Hofkamp Edgerton , MN 
Rebecca Hofman Primghar, IA 
Tamera R. Holter Fargo, ND 
Heather Horstmann Sutherland, IA 
Sarah Huizenga Kankakee, IL 
Kindra Hylbak Ankeny, IA 
Brenda Jackson Shenandoah, IA 
Kristie Johanson Valley Springs, S 
Eric Johnson Adel , IA 
Sharon Jones Winnebago, MN 
Erik Karjalainen Oak Harbor, WA 
Brian Keepers Spencer, IA 
Amy King Fredericksburg , IA 
Kristin King Olathe , KS 
Jj Kischer Atlantic , IA 
Jennifer Klemz Fargo, ND 
Janelle Koolhaas Langley, British 
Columbia, Canada 
Andria Koons Sherburn, MN 
Vince Kurtz Clarinda, IA 
Margo Lane Indianola, IA 
Jennifer Leichty Wayland, IA 
Esther Leman Hardin , MT 
Tracy Lindskoog Orange City, IA 
Keli Loyd Clinton , IA 
Clint Lutterman Holland, IA 
Julie Main Webster City, IA 
Andrew Manz Newcastle, NE 
Amanda Marker Clara City, MN 
25 
Kristy Merrill Algona, IA 
Joni Mettler Menno, SD 
Chris Moehring Carlisle, IA 
Sven Molter Milwaukee, WI 
Rico Moss St. Louis, MO 
Christina Mueller Urbandale, IA 
Jeff Namminga Avon, SD 
Sean Nathaniel Colombo, Sri Lanka 
Matt Nelson Burke, SD 
lac Nesper Bellflower, CA 
Chad Netten Boyden, IA 
Kristi Neuwendorp Sheldon, IA 
Mark Nordyke Norfolk, NE 
John Norton Sheldon, IA 
Bonita Nyhuis Rock Rapids, IA 
Cam Olson Orange City, IA 
Catherine O'Neill Minneapolis, MN 
Lezlie Pearson Orange City, IA 
Cory Peterson Hardwick, MN 
Sarah Popkes Sheldon, IA 
Kristi Postema Sioux City, IA 
Natalie Puck Walcott, IA 
Tonia Pyle Schaller, IA 
Lynne Raudenbush Brewster, MN 
Amanda Kay Reeves LeMars, IA 
Jen Rhinehart Fremont, IA 
Dixi Rieck Edgerton, MN 
Michelle Ringnalda Stout, IA 
Jason L. Robertson Belmond, IA 
Heather Rohlik Springfield, MN 
Valerie Ronning Alcester, SD 
Jessica Sanders Amboy, MN 
Jamie Schmeling Miles City, MT 
Laura Schoolen Albia , IA 
Rebecca S. Schreuder Chiapas, 
Mexico 
Jed Schug Pocahontas, IA 
Jodi Schultz LeMars, IA 
Toshiyuki Shimizu Niigata City, 
Japan 
Tara Simmons Sioux City, IA 
Angie Smit Orange City, IA 
Dan Smith Rock Rapids, IA 
Paul E. Smith Alcester, SD 
26 
Missy Snoke Humboldt, NE 
Amber Soldan Fremont, NE 
Tina Sorensen Fremont, NE 
Ryan Stander Alton, IA 
Melissa Stibor Fremont, NE 
Kathy Street Missouri Valley, IA 
Yuka Sudo Tokyo, Japan 
Dana Ten Haken Hull , IA 
Sarah Ubben Frost, MN 
Justin Unrau Omaha, NE 
Mark VanDenBerg Sioux Center, IA 
Nicole Vanderhill Orange City, IA 
Jessica VanderPlas Preston , MN 
Aaron VanderSchaaf George, IA 
Justin Vanderwater Eagle Grove , I.A 
Jeremy VanEngen Sanborn , IA 
Robin VanGinkel Rock Valley, IA 
Kimberly VanGundy El Reno, OK 
Brent VanHauen Holland, IA 
Bryan VanKley Rock Valley, IA 
Mike Vanleeuwen Worth ington, Mfl 
Rose VanMersbergen Cedar, IA 
Roberta VanMilligan South Holland, 
IL 
Betsy VanNoord Grandville, Ml 
Kristine VanNoord Grandville, Ml 
Heather VanRheenen Pella, IA 
Aaron VanRoekel George, IA 
Jamie VanRoekel Waukee , IA 
Marla VanSteenis Monroe, IA 
Michelle Vanzante Eddyville, IA 
Tiana Veldhuizen Sioux City, IA 
Heather L. Vermaat Orange City, I.A 
Steve Vis Riverside, CA 
Curt Vlietstra Orange City, IA 
Marcy Vos Pella, IA 
Renae Voskuil Alton, IA 
Hans Wagenaar Sheldon, IA 
Sue Walhof Edgerton , MN 
Amy Wallace Clinton , IA 
Laura Wernimont Fonda, IA 
Jonathan Wester Redlands, CA 
Jasan Whitaker West Burlington , IA 
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Amy Whitfield Pender, NE 
Jennifer Wiersema Cherokee, IA 
Tonia Wiese Dike, IA 
Steve Wilbur Winter, WI 
Corey Wilkerson Adel , IA 
Jessica Wilson New Prague, MN 
Chris Winterboer Adel , IA 
Jennie Wolf Alma, NE 
Jay Wright Hull , IA 
Melissa Wright Portland , OR 
Renee Wynia Sioux Center, IA 
Benjamin Young LeMars, IA 
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AUTOGRAPHS 
Brady J. Aalbers Alton, IA 
Shane Adams Goldfield , IA 
Crystal Ahrenholz Prinsburg, MN 
Amy Akin Clear Lake, SD 
Jill Esther Anderson Albert City, IA 
Curtis Andringa 
Sarah Joy Barnes Cedar Falls, IA 
Misti Baumberger West Des Moines, IA 
Krista Beastrom Pierre, SD 
Becca Berentschot Inwood, IA 
Jill Berkenpas Sioux City, IA 
Sara Beukelman Boyden, IA 
Carmen Biesheuvel Herndon, VA 
Lori Bille Brandon, WI 
Barry Bishop Clarinda, IA 
Clayton Bjorkland Easton , IA 
Cora Bleeker Sioux Center, IA 
Brooke Blevins Norfolk, NE 
Jeremy Blom Hospers, IA 
Justus Boatright Colton , SD 
Amy Bogott Bloomington, MN 
Sage Bolte Colorado Springs, CO 
Sherry Bonestroo Hull , IA 
Jill Bonnema Luverne, MN 
Rachel Bonnema Sioux Falls, SD 
Jennifer Bovenkerk Dolton, IL 
AnnieBram 
Kendra Brinkman Watertown, SD 
Jennifer Brouwer Edgerton, MN 
Kyle Brouwer 
Margo Buell Rose, NE 
Tyler Buitenwerf Johnston, IA 
Doreen Bundt Glidden , IA 
Alisha Burkett 
Barb Burlingame Cameron , WI 
Jessica Burnett 
Ryan Busboom Malcolm, NE 
Veronica Busby 
Kristi Bushman Citrus Heights, CA 
Lizbeth Calsbeek Hull , IA 
Jennifer Christiansen LeMars, IA 
Heather Clements Newton, IA 
Erin Cleveringa Luverne, MN 
Sara Cleveringa Orange City, IA 
Adam Collins Kansas City , MO 
Eric Connell Council Bluffs , IA 
Stephanie Cox Springfield , NE 
Melinda Crannell Adel , IA 
James Culver Cypress , CA 
Denise Damstra Boyden, IA 
Rueben Daniel Brooklyn, NY 
Carol Darby Kalona, IA 
Pamela De Boer 
Rebecca DeGroot Spencer, IA 
Emily DeJong Sioux Center, IA 
Denise DeHaan Tulare , CA 
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Shannon DeJong Orange City, IA 
Elizabeth Delehoy Ft. Collins, CO 
Pramila Devadas Kuwait 
Darrin DeVries Kingsley, IA 
Janine DeVries Council Bluffs , IA 
Jessica DeVries Sioux Center, IA 
Taunya DeWeerd Sioux Center, IA 
Robert De Young Oakland, CA 
Mary Dieck Schererville, IN 
Kary Dilts Newcastle, WY 
Kristy Dirksen Rock Valley, IA 
Carina Donkersloot Mt. Pleasant, IA 
Lindsey Duffey Cary, IL 
Dan Ebbens South Holland, IL 
Eric Eben Little Rock, IA 
Jeremy Eisenga Dalton, WI 
Jody Ellars Cedar Rapids , IA 
Tony Englin Audubon , IA 
Lucas Epp York, NE 
Sara Ewing Mitchell , SD 
Dan Faber Spirit Lake, IA 
Rosa C. Fernholz Willmar, MN 
Wendy Fey Scranton, IA 
Clint Fichter Sidney, IA 
Heather Finkelstein Ocean, NJ 
Monica Flack Colorado Springs, CO 
Brady Fleming Humboldt, IA 
Sherri Fleshman Storm Lake, IA 
Tracie Ford Bellflower, CA 
Kamome Fujimori Japan 
Wayne Gillett Hazen, ND 
Lisa Giefing Grant, IA 
Chad Groen Sibley, IA 
Michael Groen George, IA 
Sherry Groen Chandler, MN 
Ben Hagglund Seattle , WA 
Jeffrey Hall Underwood , IA 
Donavan Hanke Newton, IA 
Martha Hansen Audubon, IA 
Gerri! Hanson 
Amy Harder Hartley, IA 
Kelana Hardersen Hinton, IA 
Tim Harskamp Sioux Center, IA 
Shawna Hartzler Wellman, IA 
Jarrod Heinz Humboldt, IA 
Jason Hemenway Sioux Falls , IA 
Wesley Heyde Stanberry, MO 
Susan Hiller West Des Moines, IA 
Mark Hoffman Grand Rapids, Ml 
Bridgette Hofmeyer Hospers, IA 
Kari Hoogendoorn Rock Valley, IA 
Angela Hoover 
Leah Huizenga Kankakee , IL 
Jales Hupke 
Cynthia Hustrulid Sioux City , IA 
" Kelly Jager Orland Park, IL 
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Kevin Jansma Maurice, IA 
Dustin Johnson LeMars, IA 
c Jolene Johnson Lake Norden, SD 
J Kirk J. Johnson Tripoli , IA 
J Matt Johnson Ida Grove, IA 
c Nathan Johnson 
Michelle Jongeling Estelline , SD 
Jennifer Jopling Fond du Lac, WI 
Gina Julius Orange City, IA 
Misty Jo Jung Madison, SD 
Nate Kempers Sioux Center, IA 
Faith Ketelsen 
Natasha King San Juan Capistrano , CA 
Jennifer Knauss Woodbine , IA 
Brian Knochenmus Balaton, MN 
Jara L. Knodle Hagerstown, MD 
Jeremy W. Koch Rochester, MN 
Will Kooiker Orange City , IA 
James Koop Ackley, IA 
Amy Korthuis Lynden , WA 
1 Kari Krempges Independence, IA 
Nathan Kroesche Monona, IA 
Joshua Krohse Cedar Rapids , IA 
Julie Kuiken Maurice, IA 
Jill Kuiper Spencer, IA 
Tasha Kurtz Clarinda, IA 
Catie Ladwig Spencer, IA 
Tiffany Lassen Remsen , IA 
Lance Lawrence Burnsville, MN 
Alayna LeClere 
Kathrina LeClere Des Moines, IA 
Jonathan A. Lee Chariton, IA 
Stanton Letscher Milford, IA 
Natalie Lewis Stanwood, WA 
Dawn Ligtenberg Corsica, SD 
Cory Lorenzen 
Nathan Lovegren Lynden , WA 
Melanie Lubbers Woodbine , IA 
Tina Ludlum Platteville , WI 
Kendra Luiken Grundy Center, IA 
Sara Maassen Bothell , WA 
Stacy Maassen Maurice, IA 
Ryan Marincovich Orange City, IA 
Matthew Mars 
Nikki Martin Coralville, IA 
Elizabeth Martinez Maquoketa, IA 
Heather Martinsen Hartley, IA 
Jennifer Matheis Lynden , WA 
Eric McDonald 
Melanie McDonough Schaller, IA 
Danica McDowell Eagle Grove, IA 
Kimberly A. McGlone Lynwood, IL 
Dawn McKellips Norfolk, NE 
Kathleen Mclane Grand Rapids, MN 
Erica Mclaughlin Paso Robles, CA 
Dan McMartin Grundy Center, IA 
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b 
Rachel Menning Edgerton , MN 
Susan Menning Bloomington, IL 
Kristin Meyer Spencer, IA 
Charity Mugge Sutherland, IA 
Tanya Muyskens Edgerton, MN 
Manda Nelson Adel , IA 
Laura Netten Orange City, IA 
Amy Nielsen Plattsmouth, NE 
Amber Noem Bryant, SD 
Jennifer Noppert Ontario, Canada 
Kristy Norman Newton, IA 
Juanita Nyhuis Rock Rapids, IA 
Erin Nystrem 
Lindsay Olson 
Rachel Olson Erskine, MN 
Matt Ortman Overland Park, KS 
Christine Orwig Council Bluffs , IA 
Ryan Paul Baldwin, WI 
Eli Paulsrud Danburg, IA 
Jessica Pederson Garner, IA 
Cristel Perrin 
Erin Peters Des Moines, IA 
Jaime Peters Clinton , IA 
Carla Peterson Sioux Center, IA 
Rob Peterson Carlisle, IA 
Benjamin Petty Mr. Ayr, IA 
Jeremy Pickard Kalona, IA 
Anita Pierce 
Andrew Pietsch Mountain Lake, MN 
Travis Popken Elma, IA 
Zonna Porter Burwell, NE 
Darci Pridmore Fairfield , ID 
Josh Pyle Humboldt, IA 
Christine Quan Qui China 
Jennifer Rempel Windom, MN 
Lee Reuvers Boyden, IA 
Cindy Revell Omaha, NE 
Amy Risler Mondovi , WI 
Jennie Robbins Kalamazoo, Ml 
Brian Rock Peterson, IA 
Traci Rosenau Faribault, MN 
Julie Rozendaal Pella, IA 
John Rundquist Waseca, MN 
Betsy Russell Griswold, IA 
Christie Rydell Vermillion , SD 
Sawsan Saeed Bahrain 
Monica D. Schaap Moville , IA 
Celeste Schelhaas Crookston , NE 
Adam Schnell Two Rivers, WI 
Brandy Schott Garner, IA 
Jill Schreurs Herman, NE 
Neenah Schuler Marshall , MN 
Miles Schulze Guam, TX 
Joel Schwartz Canton, SD 
Kely Scott Alcester, SD 
Carrie Sewell Gretna, IA 
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Jennifer Shafer Holstein, NE 
Michael Shaffer Oak Harbor, WA 
Danielle Shay Shepherd , Ml 
Holly Siepker Laurens, IA 
Sarah Sikkema Des Moines, IA 
Melissa Small Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Neil Smeenk Harrisburg, SD 
Erin Smith Maple Lake, MN 
Audra Smits Ripon , CA 
Nolan Speichinger Sioux City , IA 
Tara Spencer Lohrville, IA 
Shane Staiger Omaha, NE 
Lisa Steiner Nooksack, WA 
Dan Stephany Lomira, WI 
Ellen Sterup Fremont, NE 
Mickie Stone Manchester, IA 
Laura K. Stubbe Orange City, IA 
Scott Swartz Rock Rapids, IA 
Deborah L. Syverson Clearbrook, MN 
Sarah TeBrink Alton, IA 
Kristan Temeyer 
Kristi TenClay Orange City, IA 
Ryan TenPas Hingham, WI 
Josh Thomas Holstein, IA 
Nick Thome Omaha, NE 
Holly Thompson West Des Moines, IA 
Marie Tilderquist Cannon Falls, MN 
Lucinda Tilstra Inwood, IA 
Casey Timmer 
Stephanie Timmerman Dillingham, AK 
Vidal Torres Okeechobee, FL 
Jeremy Towne Lexington, NE 
Matt Trost Sutherland, IA 
Ashlie Tullar Ankeny, IA 
Wendy Turnwall Orange City, IA 
Jessica Tyrrell Manchester, IA 
Jennifer VandenBosch Rock Valley, IA 
Lynae Vandermeulen Orange City, IA 
Kim VanderMey Sumas, WA 
Jennifer VanderMolen Orange City, IA 
Adam VanderSchaaf George, IA 
Katie VanEngen Sibley, IA 
Scott VanGorp Pella, IA 
Chris VanHofwegen Spencer, IA 
B.J. VanKalsbeek Orange City, IA 
Brenda VanManen Central Point, IA 
Julie VanManen Altoona, IA 
Dawn VanMeeteren Sheldon , IA 
Anita VanNieuwenhuyzen Edgerton, MN 
Anna VanPernis Ashland , WI 
Daniel VanRoekel Sioux Center, IA 
Sara VanRoekel Sioux Center, IA 
Melissa VanTilburg Wahpeton , IA 
Jacinda VanVoorst Hull , IA 
Jennifer VanWyk Monroe, IA 
Karen Vanzanten Pella, IA 
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Carl Velzke Faribault, MN 
Becky Vermeer Sioux Center, IA 
Aaron Vis Urbandale, IA 
Kalie Vis Rock Valley, IA 
Natalie Volz Parker, SD 
Jesse Vondrak Kingsley, IA 
Sara Vos Bellflower, CA 
Rebecca Vugteveen Lansing , IL 
Lisa Wacker Hartley, IA 
Londa Wassink Edgerton, MN 
Joell Werner Pine City, MN 
Krista Westra 
Erica Willer Pella, IA 
Julie Willer LeMars, IA 
Lesley Willer Urbandale, IA 
James Wilson Omaha, NE 
Stacia Wissink Orange City, IA 
Kim Wonnenberg Pierre , SD 
Tim Wood Denver, CO 
Jerod Work Swea City, IA 
Becky Yoder Orange City, IA 
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Keith Allen Theatre 
Jeff Barker Theatre 
Paul Bartlett Physical Education 
Duane Beeson Public Relations 
Paul Blezien Dean of Students 
Mark Bloemendaal Admissions 
Barry Brandt Physical Education 
James Bultman President 
Kim Case Director of Student Activities 
Kevin J. Cole Physical Education 
Ron K. DeJong Admissions 
Beth Deleeuw Administrative Assistant 
to the President 
Barb DeWald Student Ministries 
Paula Evenhuis Registrar 
Roger Ewoldt Business Department 
Matthew Floding Chaplain 
Adrienne Forgette Psychology 
John Greller Vice-President of 
Development 
Peter Hanson Chemistry 
Laura Heitritter Education 
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Lois Herzog Social Work 
Arthur Hielkema Director of Library 
Keith Hoskins Education 
Tim Huffman Math 
Dawn Huizenga Print Room 
Tress Jacobsma Director of 
Operations 
Candyce Janzen Resident Director -
Fern Smith Hall 
Floyd Johnson Computer Science 
Ron Juffer Education 
Connie Julius Student Affairs Assistant 
John Kaericher Art 
Nella Kennedy Art, Historian 
E.W. Kennedy Religion 
Darrin Kimpson Resident Life -
Heemstra Hall 
Bret Kincaid Political Science 
Wayne Kooiker Financial Affairs 
Carol Kramer English 
Perry Krosschell Admissions 
Don Lindskoog Psychology 
Barb Lubbers Student Ministries 
Secretary 
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Catherine Maxwell Social Work 
Lori McDonald Admissions 
Milo McDowell Computer Services 
Tim McGarvey Music 
Michael Medley English 
Deborah Menning English 
Linda Miller Career Development 
Shirley Muilenburg Development Office 
Virg Muilenberg Biology 
Dave Mulder Business 
Dave Nonnemacher Student Affairs 
Orv Otten Physical Education 
Doug Otto Resident Director -
Colenbrander Hall 
Phil Patton Business 
Vonda Post Accounting 
Robin Riley Communications 
Rob Robinson Computer Services 
Laura Rowedder Athletic Dept. 
Carrie Rubenking Resident Director -
Hospers Hall 
Linda Schulte Education Secretary 
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Jackie Smallbones Religion 
Dana Smith Admissions 
Marla Sonksen Resident Director -
West Hall 
Ronald Takalo Spanish 
Jeff Taylor Theatre 
Patti Thayer English/Writing Center 
Dale Thompson RSC Director 
Kimberly Utke Music 
Rein Vanderhill Art 
Karen VanderPol Career Development 
Center 
Scott VanderStoep Psychology 
Harold VanDerWeide Director of 
Church Relations 
Lyle Vanderwerff Religion 
Dick VanHolland Business 
Geneva VanPeursem Financial Affairs 
Assistant 
Henry Veldhuis Physics 
Pamela Vlieger Bookstore 
Connie Wassink Director of Planned 
Giving 
Debra Wassink Business Office 
Raymond Weiss Religion 
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Jay Wielenga Alumni Relations 
Marc Wooldridge Music 
Earl Woudstra Physical Education 
Mike Yoder Sociology 
Robert Zwier Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
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AUTOGRAPHS 
Clockwise: Becky Robbins enjoys her time with her pal at Up with 
Families, a retreat for parents of children with disabilities. Amanda 
Aldrich spends her money wisely at the snack bar. Cindy Wiekamp 
proudly displays her Christmas gag gift-underwear with extra 
protection for that time of the month. Getting a little close in the 
hallway is Steve Van Gorp, Jason Vanden Bosch, Eric Zehnder, 
Erin Nystrem. Two roommates can 't handle ii any more! 
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Fun 
Photos 
Clockwise: Kely Scott, Amy Bogott, and Kari 
Blankers take time out from decorating for 
Christmas to get their picture taken . Special Ed. 
Club members, Jackie Hueser, Tish Bergeson, 
Wendy Rainboth , and Holli Bleil act enthused at 
a meeting. These three men enjoy some 
conversation in the RSC. Linsay Carlson 
doesn't know what to think about the getting her 
picture taken. Mike Van Leeuwen directs traffic. 
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Right: The freshman from 2nd East in Fern. 
gather in the hall for a photo after freshman 
initiations were over. 
Below: Bronson Pasko dances his booty off at 
the 70's/80's dance that was held in the mini-gym. 
Above: A group of students show off their singing 
skills at the Karoeke Competition 
Right: Jim Daniels singing?? ... what a surprise!! 
60 
LIVING LIFE TO THE FULL-
"Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, 
serving the Lord." Romans 12: 11 
pecial events of life 
Under headline: Northwesterns version of the 'Village 
People' at the 60's/70's dance. 
Above: Jill Zeiger, Sara Veldhuizen Nikki Smith, Julie 
Schuiteman, and Tammy DeHoogh would walk 10,000 
miles to win the air band contest. 
Left: At yet another NWC Coffee House students 
gather at the RSC to listen to the music of local bands. 
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Greater Expectations 
Orientation 1995 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Excitement electrifies the air as another class of 
freshmen , filled with anticipation and dreams, come to 
Orientation weekend. They know college life will be 
drastically different then living at home. Cafeteria 
food, roommates, resident assistants, and loads of 
homework await this new class. The Orientation staff 
worked hard to prepare the freshmen for college life 
while having fun and getting to know each other in the 
process. 
The weekend was filled with meetings with faculty 
advisors planning schedules, registration , testing , and 
work study meetings. Besides meetings about college 
life and what to expect the freshmen class of 1995 had 
a little fun too. A special barbecue kicked off the 
games time. The Freshmen did wild and crazy games 
in the mini-gym and then watched their RA's in a way 
that they will probably never see them again. After 
resting up the freshmen got a little more serious and 
attended a worship service at the Christ Chapel and 
had time to unpack and get organized in their new 
home for the next four years. 
This first weekend was full of getting to know new 
people and making memories. Unfortunately this 
weekend came to an end and it was time to start 
thinking about the first day of classes . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• Orientation Staff • 
• • 
• Amanda Aldrich Laurie Aykens • 
• • 
• 
Jason Barker Beth Byrnes 
• 
• 
Claire Culver ChrisDeam 
• 
• Jeff Ellis Mark Haverdink • 
• John Holthe Dawn Huibregtse • 
• Annalissa Johnson Eric Johnson • 
• John Kruse Carrie Moss • 
• Allison Peterson Cory Petersen • 
• Missy Remus HeatherVermaat • 
• • 
• 
Jasan Whitaker Chris Winterboer 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Top: Kindergarten round-up?!? No, it's Freshmen Orientation 
1996. 
Bottom: "Let's do lunch!" Pyscho-boy meets Liz . 
Top left: Cory Peterson endures a 
new form of Orientation torture. 
Top right: The 0 -Staff works hard to get 
ready before the freshmen take over 
campus. 
Middle left: Missy Remus and Amanda 
Aldrich are ready to greet the class of 
1999. 
Middle center: Heather Vermaat 
proposes to Chris Deam. Could this be 
for real? 
Middlge right: Orientation Staff 1995 
Bottom: Chairs would be easier, but not 
as much fun. 
Bottom right: We are ready to have some 
fun! 
.................................................................... 
• 
• 
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge; Fools despise wisdom and instruction." 
Proverbs 1 :7 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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"Rediscover the Tradition" 
Northwestern Renaissance 
Homecoming 1995 
... ~ ............................. , ................................. . 
September brings thoughts of fall, football, Homecom-
ing, and sharing of traditions with family, friends, and 
alumni. Homecoming week entails these sentiments. 
Homecoming is not only for students, but also a time of 
bringing the community and Northwestern together in 
participation in various activities. Morning on the Green 
forthe children has been a popular event for students and 
community alike. But the big football game on a beautiful 
Saturday afternoon can't be forgotten. Who can resist 
seeing a live game, cheering on the Mighty Raiders 
instead of sitting in a stuffy room watching a game on 
television? Guessing on the turnout at the game not too 
many could. 
Lots of people showed up at the the semi-formal dance 
too. The first big dance of the year always brings 
anxieties of finding a date and deciding what to wear. 
Women take out their best finery while the men scramble 
to find a matching tie. Another "formal" activity is the 
tradition of crowning Senior Royalty at the coronation 
ceremony. This year's royalty was Jill Zeiger and Trygve 
Johnson. But besides dressing up Homecoming has 
some not so formal activities. 
Get down and get dirty! Back by popular demand was the 
ever popular mud volleyball tournament. If mud isn't 
appealing there were other ways of making fools out of 
oneself. Roommate game where roommates tell all is 
one alternative. But this year the Airband Contest must 
have appealed to many people who wanted to have their 
moment in the spotlight before their peers. Competition 
was tough with record numbers of groups participating . 
But with all said and done this week brings back fond 
memories and lots of laughs. This year was another 
week filled with tradition and it has now become one . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
• Top Right: Susan Boote and her buddy are in puppy love. 
• 
• 
• 
: Bottom Right: Getting mucked up in the mud is a Northwestern : 
• pastime. • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Top left: A Northwestern student 
helps some little people in fishing 
techniques. 
Top right: Stopping in the name of 
love is Amanda Aldrich , Jodi 
Schultz, and Dawn Huibregtse. 
Middle left: These Fern Smith 
RA's get down and funky. 
Middle Center: Sold! Mary 
Lundquist signals a sale. 
Middle right: The Renaissance 
singers create the mood for the 
"Morning on the Green''. 
Bottom: The Homecoming Court 
composed of [front], Jill Zeiger 
and Trygve Johnson [back], Jill 
Erickson, Kerri Davelaar, Diane 
Boysen , Happy Foster, Mark 
Haverdink, Josh Blakesly, Greg 
Terpstra, and Lance Baatz . 
................................................................... 
• 
• 
ut if we walk in the light as He Himself is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, and 
the blood of Jesus His Son cleanses us from all sin." I John 1 :7 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Parent's Weekend 
Community 
Under Construction 
Sibling 
Weekend 
*Star Search 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. .. 
Living away from home, especially parents and sib-
lings, is difficult at times. However, Northwestern has 
two special weekends during the school year designed 
for parents and siblings to come and experience a little 
of what college life is all about. Quality bonding time 
is the major priority of these weekends, and activities 
are planned accordingly. Students can show what 
they actually do when they are away at school. 
Parents' Weekend took place on October 27th through 
the 29th . Some of the entertainment activities in-
cluded the annual Children's Theatre which put on the 
play of "The Pied Piper of Hamelin , the movie The 
Little Rascals, a coffeehouse, and the Music Depart-
ment Fall Concert. Campus tours were also available 
so parents can see the literal construction occurring on 
campus this year. Recognition of parents is also a part 
of this weekend. During the football game against 
Concordia College, Parents of the Year Award was 
presented during halftime. This year's recipients were 
Linda and Larry Zeiger of Des Moines, nominated by 
their daughter Jill. The finale of the weekend was the 
Worship Service and brunch on Sunday. If parents or 
siblings couldn 't make it to this weekend, they had yet 
another opportunity. 
Sibling Weekend took place on January 26th through 
the 28th. Siblings could bond watching the music 
group His Music, watching the movie "Richie Rich", or 
the ultimate-eating breakfast and watching cartoons 
on Saturday morning. Other popular activities are the 
Kid's Karnival , Sibling Olympics, and the Sibling Dance. 
Though these weekends have come and gone, the 
memories still remain . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• Top Left: During the Kid 's Karnival , Myra De Haan helps • 
• some little tykes with the ring toss. • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Left: Steve Van Gorp, with his mystery monkey henchman, • 
lead the Great White North through the halls of Hospers. • 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-~ \, Top Left: Digging in the sand these siblings try to find buried treasure. 
Top Right: Jaime Peters assembles 
jewelry tor two little princesses. 
Middle Left: Chris Moehring. Ja-
son Mouw, and sibling invade 
Hospers during Great White North. 
Middle: Aaron Vander Schaaf, un-
der the sea, helps siblings catch a 
prize. 
Middle Right: Strawberry the Clown 
has a berry good time clown ing 
around! 
Left: The Parents' Weekend Com-
mittee of Mark Nordyke, Corrie 
Kotzian , Mark Henderson with 
President Jim Bultman present 
Linda and Larry Zeiger with the 
Parents of the Year Award by 
daughter Jill. 
................................................................... 
• 
• 
"Honor your father and mother, that your days may be prolonged in the land which the Lord your 
God gives you." Exodus 20:12 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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"A Midnight Stroll" 
Winter Carnival 1996 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Winter Carnival this year was February 12-17. This 
means the beginning of a week filled with spending time 
with your significant other, and if a person does not have 
a significant other it is the week to find one Why? 
Because it takes two to polka! Most of the activities for 
the week were geared towards couples. A new feature 
this year was the Newlywed Game featuring favorite 
faculty, staff, and married students. Instead of taking 
their dates out to dinner there was a FREE Valentine's 
dinner in the transformed cafeteria full of cupid bliss, 
complete with candles and tablecloths. One event, 
however, that did not require a date was a midnight 
game of Capture the Flag. Also , throughout the week 
there were Ballroom dance lessons to practice up for 
the big night. On Saturday, was the long awaited night. 
Couples put on their Sunday best and their dancing 
shoes, and danced the night away. 
Right: Sara Cleveringa and Jeremy Blum take time out 
from dancing for some refreshment (non-alcoholic of 
course) . 
Top Right: These couples "Skip to My Lou" at the big 
dance. 
Top: 1,2,3,-Karen Van Zanten and Eric Zehnder practice 
their steps. 
Top Left: These contestants of 
the Newlywed Game are ready to 
reveal all about their spouses. 
Top Right: Lori Coy and Adam 
Schnell appear confident on the 
dance foor. 
Middle Left: Hmmm ... Scott 
VanderStoep carefully contem-
plates his response to the ques-
tion while his wife Jill waits . 
Middle Center: "So I don't know 
everything!" Scott says. 
Middle Right: Dr. and Mrs. Allen 
practice up their moves at one of 
the dance lessons in preparation 
for the big night. 
Bottom: Heather Bullis enjoys 
her husband Kevin's response 
while Andy and Angie Ellingson 
look on . 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
eloved, let us love on another, for love is from God; and every one who loves is born of God and 
knows God." 
I John 4:7 
• 
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Spring Fest 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -........................................... .. 
Spring. The weather gradually starts to warm up and 
students begin to wish they were done with school. The 
year is quickly coming to an end. But first deadlines 
must be met and finals are looming heavy over their 
heads. SpringFest is a time to get outside and relieve 
pent up energy and relieve stress. It means a time to get 
wet, muddy, and funky for a study break or two. Com-
petition runs fierce and frenzied in the week's many 
events. The week was kicked off with the week-long 
game of Assassin . The title is more brutal than the 
game. Squirt guns, witnesses, and death contracts are 
the requirements for survival. The rewards for surviving 
are worth the week of paranoia-dodging people fearing 
your assassin while searching for your own victim. 
Another favorite is the mud volleyball tournament. Div-
ing in the mud for a wet heavy volleyball is a perfect 
example of college crazy fun . Not only participants get 
dirty, but spectators generally end up dirty too. Besides 
mud, SpringFest offers water activities also. 
The Northwestern equivalent of a volunteer fire depart-
ment is the Bucket Brigade. This event is wet and crazy, 
but a lot of work. The other water event is the Battle of 
the Mighty Floyd. Winning is the goal , but keeping the 
raft afloat is also a priority. Sink or S.wim!! The week 
had a couple of less strenuous activities to be involved 
in, too . 
The Dating Game was back again with bachelors and 
bachelorettes looking for that special someone. But the 
last activity was one that many students attended-the 
Spring Fest Dance Party. Not only was it the last activity 
for the week of SpringFest, but the last dance of the 
year. It was another fun-filled week at Northwestern full 
of memories . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• Top Left: Are you ready? On your mark, get set... these teams • 
• prepare for Bucket Brigade. • 
• • 
• • 
• Left: Eric Zehnder prepares to give a mud mask to an innocent • 
• spectator at the Mud Volleyball Tournament. • 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Top Left: Tony Englin and Kathy 
Mclane get into the swing of things 
at the SpringFest Dance Party. 
Top Right: Hmm ... Kristi Bushman 
tries to decide between Jasan 
Whitaker, Josh Pyle , and Eli 
Paulsrud in the Dating Game. 
Middle Left: Nathan Kroesche, Jer-
emy Van Engen, and Dan McMartin 
have the finish line in sight. 
Middle: Erica Bloom runs from the 
continuous waterfall created by her 
teammates in the Bucket Brigade. 
Middle Right: Zac Nesper, Dawn 
Huibregtse, Jon Oosterhuis, Jody 
Schultz, and Aaron Vander Scaaf 
give it all they got. 
Bottom: The participants of the 
annual raft race gear up and get 
ready to battle the mighty Floyd . 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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he said, So is the kingdom of God, as if a man should cast seed upon the earth; and sleep and rise : 
ht and day, and the seed should spring up and grow, he knoweth not how. The earth beareth fruit of : 
herself; first the blade, then the ear, then the full grain in the ear. Mark 4:26-28 • 
• 
• 
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As each senior walked into the minigym for 
the last time they were overwhelmed with 
emotion. Each reflected on the past and 
saw hope for the future. After the seniors 
had filed in they were encouraged and 
challenged to take their faith with them and 
to use the knowledge they have received 
from Northwestern to change the world by 
Susan Boote and Prof. Fred Van Dyke. As 
the tassels were turned and tears were 
shed each senior looked around and smiled 
as they realized that they finally made it 
and the future was theirs to hold. 
The Graduating Class of 1996 leaves North-
western College to chase their dreams. 
They have worked hard to reach this goal 
and have accomplished it. They have 
learned many things and grown during their 
time here. They leave this place that they 
have grown to love and go out into the world 
to put into practice all they have learned. 
·--- ~·---
- t: 
... - ....... ... 
r-.-- ,_ 
Four years at Northwest-
ern College have come to 
an end. Classes, papers, 
readings are all com-
pleted. Now it is time to 
say good-bye to all the 
friends you have made 
along the way. All the 
memories of Orange City 
will be held forever in 
your hearts. Those late 
night papers, the trips to 
Truck Haven, and most 
of all the special times 
spent with friends. 
·······························~········~··························· 
ood Luck Class of '96 • • • • • • 
• 
• 
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Right: The NWC dance squad performs one of 
their challenging routines at a basketball game. 
Below: One of the members of the mens golf 
team gets ready for another swing . 
Above: Coach ON Otten discusses a call with one 
of the refs . at a Raider football game. 
Right: Kayla Clark goes the distance for another 
Raider win! 
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LIVING LIFE TO THE FULL-
"Train yourself to be godly. For physical training of some value, but godli-
ness has value for all things, holding promise for both the present life and 
the life to come." 1 Timothy 4:7-8 
ports life 
Under headline: The Raider football team on the field . 
Left: The NWC Soccer team shows what they are 
made of on the field . 
Above: Denny Orr prepares to win another match. 
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Building Strength 
2 Samuel 22:33 
With new head coach, Orv Otten, the Red Raider Football Team 
looked to return to the NAIA playoffs. The season started on the right foot 
for the team as they opened the season with big wins over Dakota State, 
Minnesota-Morris, and Midland Lutheran. The fourth game of the season 
was an exciting one for Raider players, coaches, and fans as quarterback 
Adam Tyrrell connected on a pass to Chad Netten with 1 :18 to play to give 
the team the win over Nebraska Wesleyan 26-25 after the extra point kick 
by Jeremy DeBie. The next week brought Westmar to town for Homecom-
ing. After a hard fought game in which the defense made the difference, 
the Raiders once again prevailed 21-14. The win put the Raiders on top of 
the NAIA Division II rankings, however, Doane knocked off the Raiders the 
next week. Although NWC controlled the ball for a longer amount of time 
than Doane, Doane came out on top in the end. Hopes for repeating as 
NIAC champions were further damaged the following week as Hastings 
won a close battle 20-19. The Raiders had a chance to win as Jeremy 
DeBie scored a touchdown with one second left, but the two point conver-
sion did not connect. Parents Weekend brought Concordia to town and 
the Raiders a 33-10 win. During the game, Lance Baatz tied the school 
record for pass receptions. The Raiders ended NIAC play with a shutout 
win over Dana which assured the Raiders second place in the conference. 
The team ended the season with a loss at Drake on a cold , snowy day. 
The Raiders finished with a 7-3 record and 19th in the NAIA ratings. 
Top right: Lance Baatz runs to get the offense 
good field position after receiving a kick-off while 
Greg Terpstra protects him from being stopped. 
Middle right: The defense brings down an 
opponent. Bottom right: The offensive line 
prepares to take off. Top left : The many 
happenings on the sideline. Above: Cliff Willey 
promotes school spirit at a football game by 
running the Northwestern flag. 
WR 24 Jonathan De Bie DB 46 Jeff Namminga RB 
RB 25 Kully Kramer DB 47 Mike Austin FB 
DB 26 Dan lmmeker WR 48 Curt Van Hill LB 
DB 27 Mike Phipps DB 49 Brad Alons WR 
QB 28 Tom Vanden Berge DB 50 Darren Bundi LB 
DB 29 Eric De Groot WR 51 Tim Van Regenmorter DL 
WR 30 Clinton McMartin RB 52 Keith Vanden Bosch DE 
K 31 Dan McMartin RB 53 Mike Bogaard LB 
WR 32 Greg Terpstra DB 54 Steve Vis LB 
QB 33 Aaron Vander Schaaf DE 55 Tomas Nystrom OL 
WR 34 Jamison Davies RB 56 Nate Vander Schaaf DL 
QB 35 Dan Eppinga LB 57 James Koop OL 
RB 36 Brad Hofmeyer DB 58 Gary Eggleston DE 
WR 37 Bryan Scichilone RB 59 Jona Leo DL 
DB 38 Tony Englin RB 60 Ray Johnson LB 
QB 39 Josh Anderson RB 61 Chad Wynia OL 
DB 40 Paul Vink DE 62 Joel Brunick DE 
RB 41 Charlie Brown RB 63 Randy Howe OL 
RB 42 Dean Calsbeek DE 64 Dan Venema OL 
DB 43 Jeff Sterk RB 65 Chip Joecken OL 
RB 44 Chris lmmeker DE 66 Brooks Walter OL 
DB 45 Brent Lamfers LB 67 Aaron Kooistra DL 
68 Kirk Johnson DL 
69 Bruce De Groot OL 
70 Andy Pietsch OL 
72 Kyle Wassink LB 
73 Brian Matheis OL 
74 Mike Janssen DL 
75 Kevin Vander Linden DL 
76 Mike Troy OL 
77 Simon Timmermans OL 
78 John Lauck OL 
79 Matt Anderson OL 
80 Lyle Schut WR 
81 Matt Ohm TE 
83 Andy Anderson DB 
84 Aaron Groendyke TE 
85 Clint Lutterman TE 
86 Eric Buehre TE 
88 Chad Netten WR 
89 Kevin Terpstra TE 
90 Matt Trahms DL 
91 Adam Boerema DL 
92 Clint Spencer DL 
NWC Opp 
Dakota State 39 6 
Univ. of Minnesota-Morris 35 7 
Midland Lutheran 30 20 
Nebraska Wesleyan 26 25 
Westmar 21 14 
Doane 15 19 
Hastings 19 20 
Concordia 33 10 
Dana 31 0 
Drake 6 28 
Above : Quarterback Adam Tyrrell throws to an 
open receiver down field . Left: The defensive 
line anxiously awaits the snap of the ball by the 
opponent. 77 
Passing the Word 
1 Corinthians 15:3 
Being the first team to play in the Bultman Center was exciting tor 
the 1995 Red Raider Volleyball Team and coaches Mike Meyer, Jill Vander 
Stoep, and Suzanne Riche. The team broke in the Bultman Center in 
winning style with an exciting three game sweep over rival Dordt. The 
games were all close with each game being decided by tour or less points . 
The team continued their winning ways by winning the Graceland Invita-
tional and Iowa NAIA Tournament. At the Iowa NAIA Tournament, 
Melanie Mason was named to the all-tournament team. The team kept 
winning until Dordt avenged an earlier season loss against the Raiders . 
The match went five hard fought games with three of the games decided 
by scores of 16-14, 18-20, and 13-15. The team won two more regular 
season games before heading to the Dordt Tournament. The Raiders 
finished in third place after losing to Hastings in the semi-finals. Melanie 
Mason was chosen tor the all-tournament team. The team ended regular 
season games after this tournament with a 4-1 record. This assured the 
Raiders were champions of the Nebraska-Iowa Athletic Conference. The 
Raiders then won the conference post-season tournament which qualified 
the team for the NAIA Great Plains Regional Tournament. The team next 
advanced to NAIA Nationals where they had a record of 1-3. The Red 
Raiders finished with an overall record of 40-8. 
Several honors went to individual players throughout the year. 
Tish Bergeson was named NIAC player of the year edging out Melanie 
Mason by one point. Also named to the first team was Barb Zoet. Second 
team honors went to Delia Pini and Jill Zylstra while Heidi Altena was 
named honorable mention . Bergeson was also honored as Great Plains 
Regional Player of the Year while Mason and Zoet were named first team . 
Top right: Barb Zoet spikes one past the 
opponent. Middle: Delia Pini and Barb Zoet block 
an opponent's spike. Bottom: Krista Westra goes 
for the kill while the rest of the team prepares for 
the block. Above: Melanie Mason does her 
specialty-setting. 
. . . . . . . . . . •-• ...... 
• • 
• ON • 
• • 
• TO • • • 
• • 
• NATIONALS! • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1 Cindy Revell FR 
2 Janna Hoegh FR 
3 Gerry Bruns FR 
4 Krista Westra FR 
7 Tish Bergeson JR 
8 Karen Simmons so 
9 Melanie Mason SR 
10 Sherrry Bonestroo FR 
11 Audra Smits FR 
12 Vicki Grooters JR 
13 Delia Pini JR 
14 Heidi Altena so 
15 Jennifer Brouwer FR 
16 Jennie Wolf so 
17 Jill Zylstra SR 
18 Barb Zoet SR 
NWC Opp 
Dordt 3 0 
Nebraska Wesleyan 3 0 
Graceland Invitational 1st 
Concordia 3 0 
Iowa NAIA Tournament 1st 
Doane 3 0 
Hastings 3 0 
Dana 3 0 
Midland Lutheran 3 0 
Concordia 3 0 
Dordt 2 3 
Nebraska Wesleyan 3 1 
Doane 3 0 
Dordt Tournament 3rd 
Briar Cliff 3 0 
Dana 3 0 
Hastings 2 3 
Midland Lutheran 3 1 
Briar Cliff 3 0 
NIAC Post-Season Tourney 
Midland Lutheran 3 0 
Hastings 3 1 
Regional Tourney 
Dakota Wesleyan 2 0 
Midland Lutheran 2 0 
Concordia 2 0 
Hastings 3 1 
Dordt 3 0 
NAIA Nationals 
St. Edwards of Texas 0 3 
St. Ambrose 3 0 
California Baptist 2 2 
BYU-Hawaii 0 3 
Top left: Vicki Grooters bumps to the setter as 
Krista Westra looks on. Bottom left: Tish 
Bergeson, Delia Pini , Heidi Allena , and Vicki 
Grooters wait to receive the ball from the 
opponent. Above: Tish Bergeson passes the ball 
to the setter. 
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Serving God 
1 Samuel 12:24 
Finding days to play tennis when it was not raining or snowing was 
difficult for the men's and women's tennis teams this spring. With many of 
the early season matches postponed due to rain, the tennis teams were 
busy during the second half of the season. 
A goal for the men's team was to finish second in the Nebraska-
Iowa Athletic Conference. Although the men fell two points short of their 
goal, they did not lack effort according to coach Doug Otto. Experience 
was the team's strength this year as six of the top seven spots on the 
team were filled by seniors. A highlight for the men's team was a trip to 
Texas over Spring Break to play in warmer weather. 
The women's team, coached by Earl Woudstra, also returned a lot 
of experience from last year. The team worked hard at their goal to go to 
nationals, however, fell short of attaining it. The women finished third at 
the conference meet and finished the regular season with a 10-2 record. 
Top right: Dean Van Farowe agonizes over his next move. Middle right: Eric De Bie gets 
ready to play. Above: Kevin Kroeze and Matt Connor warm-up before their doubles match. 
Bottom right: Joel Diederichs follows through on his swing. Below: Bryan Hibma reaches 
high. 
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Matt Connor SR 
Joel Diederichs SR 
Bryan Hibma SR 
Kevin Kroeze SR 
Bronson Pasko SR 
Dean Van Farow SR 
Eric De Bie so 
James Culver FR 
Sam Gibson FR 
Lance Lawrence FR 
Stacy Muilenburg SR 
Heather Van Horn JR 
Amy Verhey JR 
Jennifer Klemz SO 
Tina Sorensen SO 
Jolene Johnson FR 
Tasha Kurtz FR 
Karen Van Zanten FR 
Left: Stacy Muilenburg works on her returns. 
Above: Karen Van Zanten practices her swings. 
Above: Tasha Kurtz concentrates on her serve. 
81 
Faithful Golfers 
Mark 11 :22 
With the new Orange City Golf Course completed , the Northwest-
ern Golf Teams were excited about being able to play in town on a nice, 
new, challenging course. 
The men's team, coached by Dave Mulder, opened their fall 
season at the new course and placed second out of seven teams. Battling r. ·~ 1 
cold and windy conditions throughout the fall , the team had difficulty 
shooting low scores. The men ended the fall season on a strong note 
playing its best team round of the season at the Buena Vista Invitational. 
The team finished in third place at the conference meet in the spring to 
finish their season . 
Coached by Paul Bartlett, the women's team was anxious for the 
season to begin . Besides battling the weather, the women faced tough 
competition throughout the season as the conference was competitive. 
The highlight of the season for the women's team was winning the NIAC 
Conference Meet. The meet provided exciting moments for the team as 
they won by just one point. Heather Horstmann was the meet's medalist 
with her two day score of 166. The win qualified the women for the 
national tournament which was held in the spring. 
Joel Schwartz concentrates on his target and his swing. 
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Jennifer Wiersema waits for the ball to stop rolling. 
Left: Caroline Rogers checks her lineup. 
Top: Brad Eckhoff swings away! 
Brad Eckhoff SR 
Kevin Kroeze SR 
Rick Sohn SR 
Paul Anderson JR 
Joel Diederichs JR 
Daron Van Beek JR 
Chris Wright JR 
Terry Dykstra SO 
Aaron Hellenga FR 
Dave Nystrom FR 
Joel Schwartz FR 
Caroline Rogers SR 
Heather Horstmann SO 
Val Ronning SO 
Heather Van Rheenen SO 
Jennifer Wiersema SO 
Misti Baumberger FR 
Kristy Dirksen FR 
Becky Vermeer FR 
Heather Van Rheenen putts the ball in to the hole. 
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Running on Faith 
Isaiah 40:31 
Improvement was seen throughout the season for the cross 
country teams. Coached by Dale Thompson and Marla Sonksen , both the 
men and women improved their times from meet to meet. 
The season started at the Woody Greeno/University of Nebraska 
Invitational. Daron De Jong placed 20th at the meet for the men while the 
young women's squad gained experience. The next meet was at the 
University of Sioux Falls where the men and women finished second and 
fourth , respectively. The team then went to the Dakota State Invitational 
where they faced wet and windy conditions , but came away with Amy 
Nielsen and Daron De Jong winning medals. A lot of season bests were 
seen at the University of South Dakota meet where Daron De Jong and 
Nolan Speichinger were medalists. At the last meet before conference, 
the Mount Marty Invitational, the Raiders continued improving their times. 
At the meet, Daron De Jong and Dan De Groot were medalists. At the 
conference meet, held at Concordia College, Daron De Jong finished third 
to give him all-conference honors. The next meet brought the NAIA 
Qualifying Meet, also at Concordia, where the runners tried to qualify for 
nationals. Although Daron De Jong was the only qualifier for the national 
meet, most of the Raider Runners improved their times from the confer-
ence meet. Kayla Clark ended her college career with her best time ever 
in the 5,000 at the qualifying meet. With nearly everybody returning , 
Coach Dale Thompson is looking forward to next season. 
Bryant Engelmann runs his race. Natalie Volz gives it her all. 
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Top left: Tamee Holter paces herself during a race . Top 
right: Amy Nielsen keeps her place in the pack of runners. 
Left: Leah Huizenga and Kayla Clark run together during a 
meet. Bottom: Dan De Groot leads a pack of competitors . 
Justin Hartman SR 
Jon Hood SR 
Tim Kruckman SR 
Dan De Groot JR 
Daron De Jong JR 
Bryant Engelmann JR 
Marlon Haverdink JR 
Cory Peterson SO 
Ryan Stander SO 
Brent Van Hauen SO 
Eric Vogel SO 
Wesley Heyde FR 
John Rundquist FR 
Nolan Speichinger FR 
Josh Thomas FR 
Kayla Clark 
Val Garner 
Kristen Bernardy 
Kris Rogers 
Michelle De Groot 
Tamee Holter 
Bonita Nyhuis 
Leah Huizenga 
Amy Nielsen 
Natalie Volz 
SR 
SR 
JR 
JR 
so 
so 
so 
FR 
FR 
FR 
Above : Marlon Haverdink enjoys 
his run in the woods. 
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Goals for God 
2 Corinthians 5:9 
A new varsity sport at Northwestern this fall was men's and 
women's soccer. Although soccer had been a club for three years, 1995 
was the first year that the teams participated at the varsity level. 
The women's team, coached by Joan Lubben, was excited for the 
varsity season as they could participate in more games and receive more 
support from the college. The team won their first varsity game at 
Simpson College after two losses. The women kept playing hard through-
out the season and qualified for the NAIA sectionals. The team played 
Nebraska Wesleyan in the sectional game, losing 6-0. The women ended 
the season with a record of 1-11 and look forward to next year. 
The men's team, coached by Neil Hines, was also excited to begin 
varsity play. The men won their first varsity game against Nebraska 
Christian in a shutout. The Raiders turned in three more shutouts before 
giving up their first points of the season in a 2-1 loss against Briar Cliff. 
After the loss the Raiders kept playing with intensity and qualified for the 
playoffs in the Great Plains Sectional. The men faced Westmar in the first 
playoff game where they lost 5-0 to end their first season of varsity play 
with a record of 6-6. 
Four men received special recognition throughout the season. 
Josh Banks was named Great Plains Region player of the week and was 
joined by Troy Van Dyke, Jason Hemenway, and Ryan Ten Pas as the 
four received all-sectional honorable mention honors. 
With few seniors on either squad, both teams will return lots of 
experience for Northwestern's second year of varsity soccer competition . 
Josh Banks SR Carla Meinke SR Top Right: Ryan 
Matt Oosterhuis JR Sheri Oiiman SR Ten Pas goes after 
TedSeimiya JR Tammy Van Wyk SR the ball. Middle 
Joe Gyang so Kamome Fujimori JR Right: Matt 
Damon Huibregtse so Rumi Kosaka JR Oosterhuis defends 
Erik Karjalainen so Corrie Kotzian JR his opponent. 
Jon Oosterhuis so Jill Rasmussen JR Bottom Right: Sheri 
Troy Van Dyke so Jody Bolluyt so Oiiman prepares 
Adam Collins FR Karla Cook so her next defensive 
Jason Hemenway FR Devani Griffieon so move. 
Lance Lawrence FR Kenya Kowalke so 
Rob Peterson FR Christina Mueller so 
Josh Stevens FR Kristi Postema so 
Ryan Ten Pas FR Jamie Schmeling so 
Nicholas Thome FR Amber Soldan so 
Jamie Wilson FR Amy Bogott FR 
Janine De Vries FR 
Natasha King FR 
86 Allison Mclaughlin FR Jill Schreurs FR 
Dancing for God 
Psalm 149:3 
Go Raiders! This phrase was often heard coming from the mouths of the 
Northwestern Cheerleaders and Dance Team. The cheerleaders and the 
dance team provided enthusiasm for football and men's basketball games. 
This year the cheerleaders only cheered at the football games while the 
dance team had the opportunity to dance during full timeouts and halftimes 
during the men's basketball season along with a couple of halftime football 
shows. The cheerleaders and dance team spent many long hours during 
the fall and winter seasons learning new cheers and routines besides 
holding clinics for young girls of Northwest Iowa. One highlight for fans at 
football games was seeing a male cheerleader do push-ups every time the 
Raiders scored. A highlight for the dance team was performing a Janet 
Jackson routine in jean shorts and black shirts. Go Raiders! 
of the Northwestern Dance Team were: Front row left to right: Sarah Popkes, Lesley Willer , 
Reeves, Heather DeGroot, Missy Remus, and Cindy Wiekamp. Back row: Amy Harder, Lindsay 
· ti Bushman, Gina Julius , Julie Main , All ison Fiene , and Jennifer Matheis . 
Above: Melissa Harder shows enthusiasm as 
she cheers for a Raider win at the Homecoming 
Pep Rally. 
Above: The dance team performs during halftime 
at a men's basketball game. 
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Courageous Guards 
1 Corinthians 16: 13 
With several experienced players returning , the men's basketball 
team looked to improve their season record of 14-14 a year ago. Through-
out the season, the Raiders provided a lot of excitement in the new 
Bultman Center. 
The Raiders made their season debut at the William Jewell Tour-
nament. By participating in the tournament, the team learned what their 
strengths and weaknesses were after a third place finish . Brandt Carlson 
was named to the all-tournament team at this tournament as well as the 
next tournament, the Teammakers Tournament in Mitchell, South Dakota. 
At the Teammakers Tournament, the Raiders finished as runners-up after 
losing to host Dakota Wesleyan. The Raiders kept playing hard as they 
struggled with their tough schedule before Christmas that saw the team 
play only three of their first twelve games of the season at home. After 
Christmas the team returned to win the Taco John's Tournament as well 
as some big conference games. Brandt Carlson was named MVP of the 
tournament and Jason Anderson was named to the all-tournament team. 
Perhaps the most exciting game of the year was a one point 
overtime loss to nationally fourth ranked Concordia. Even though the 
Raiders had a 16-point lead in the second half, the team played with 
intensity and enthusiasm. Later in the season the Raiders had their 
chance for revenge , but again were on the short end of the score with 
another one point loss. 
The season came to a disappointing end at the conference tourna-
ment as the team lost in the second round versus Doane on a question-
able buzzer beater. 
Throughout the season various players earned honors or distinc-
tions . Cam Olson was honored as NIAC player of the week during the 
season and Jason Anderson and Brandt Carlson both had the distinction of 
having their names added to the Raiders !,000 point club. Brandt Carlson 
was also named first team all-conference while Jason Anderson, Jon 
Oostra, and Cam Olson were selected honorable mention all-conference. 
Although the season had its ups and downs, the team worked hard 
all year and can be proud of their accomplishments. 
Top right: Cam Olson drives to the basket as 
Jarrod Heinz backs him up. Middle: Greg Smit 
and Graig Bears display teamwork. Above: 
Brandt Carlson tries for two points . Right: Hey 
guys! This is a game, not philosophy class! 
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Jason Anderson Wing SR 
Brandt Carlson Wing SR 
Jason Hershberger Guard SR 
Curt Hofman Guard SR 
Greg Smit Guard SR 
Graig Bears Wing JR 
Brad Moss Wing JR 
Chad Netten Wing JR 
Jon Oostra Wing JR 
Nate Shaddick Guard JR 
Cam Olson Guard so 
Carl Zylstra Forward so 
Brady Aalbers Guard FR 
Jeremy Blom Forward FR 
Jeremy Eisenga Wing FR 
Brady Fleming Wing FR 
Jon Hardersen Wing FR 
Jarrod Heinz Guard FR 
Taylor Hood Guard FR 
Bob Kleinwolterink Guard FR 
Kyle Menke Wing FR 
Shaun Olson Wing FR 
Jeremy Pickard Guard FR 
Joe Van Es Guard FR 
Chris Van Hofwegen Forward FR 
Aaron Vis Wing FR 
NWC Opp 
William Jewell Tournament 
Georgetown of Kentucky 82 102 
Presentation College 105 93 
Westmar 95 72 
Briar Cliff 70 75 
Teammakers Tournament 
Bellevue University 107 65 
Dakota Wesleyan 80 93 
Mount Marty 64 80 
Central 69 71 
Grand View 86 98 
University of Sioux Falls 107 90 
Dordt 90 81 
Westmar 66 69 
Taco John's Tournament 
North Central Bible College 94 52 
Peru State 101 89 
Hastings 77 75 
Doane 98 78 
Dana 82 89 
Nebraska Wesleyan 70 88 
Midland Lutheran 84 75 
Concordia (OT) 91 94 
Dordt 103 86 
Hastings 90 76 
Doane 82 92 
Dana 102 82 
Nebraska Wesleyan 92 105 
Midland Lutheran 101 89 
Concordia 90 91 
Briar Cliff 97 87 
Midland Lutheran 97 63 
Doane 94 96 
Top left: The players huddle around coaches 
Todd Barry, Darrin Kimpson , and Dave Schroeder 
during a timeout. Top right: Jon Oostra dribbles 
down the floor. 
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Perseverance Pays 
Hebrews 12:1 
As experienced players were sidelined with injuries or saw limited 
playing time due to injuries, younger players gained valuable playing time 
for the women's basketball team . Several freshmen players had to step up 
and fill big shoes at various times during the season . 
The team started the season with a third place finish at the Ster-
ling Classic. Coached by Earl Woudstra and Deb Locker, the team won 
their next four games before facing their major struggles of the season. 
With a large number of young players gaining experience, the team worked 
hard at gaining consistency and intensity. Although the team had its 
struggles, they never gave up and kept battling . The team's best offensive 
outing of the year came against Hastings when the team scored 93 points. 
The season ended for the women against Concordia in the first round of 
the Nebraska-Iowa Athletic Conference Tournament with a three point 
loss. Even though the Raiders finished with a season record of 11-17, the 
team did gain valuable experience through the season. With a large 
number of freshmen playing prominent roles throughout the season as well 
as upperclassmen, the team looks forward to next year when the team will 
return that experience. 
Top right: Kristy Norman concentrates on her 
free throw. Middle right: Darla Redeker sparks 
some team spirit. Middle: Jill Zylstra looks to the 
referee for the call. Above: Faith Ketelsen drives 
to the basket. Right: The team receives 
directions from Coach Woudstra and Coach 
Locker during a timeout. 
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Sally Dykshorn Forward SR 
Jennie Morgan Guard SR 
Darla Redeker Forward SR 
Jill Zylstra Forward SR 
Wendy Rainboth Guard JR 
Julie Schuiteman Guard JR 
Jennifer Taylor Post JR 
Heidi Altena Forward so 
Jill Berkenpas Guard FR 
Janna Hoegh Forward FR 
Jolene Johnson Guard FR 
Faith Ketelsen Guard FR 
Melanie Lubbers Forward FR 
Tina Ludlum Forward FR 
Charity Mugge Guard FR 
Manda Nelson Guard FR 
Kristy Norman Forward FR 
Katie Van Engen Post FR 
Rebecca Vugteveen Forward FR 
NWC Opp 
Sterling Classic 
Tabor College 64 63 
Sterling College 60 72 
Mount Marty 67 63 
Dakota Wesleyan 88 77 
Dordt 73 63 
Westmar 72 60 
Central 62 73 
Buena Vista 79 87 
Dordt 61 68 
Briar Cliff 90 88 
University of Sioux Falls 77 79 
Peru State 84 56 
Doane 78 98 
Nebraska Wesleyan 64 53 
Concordia 47 67 
Midland Lutheran 70 78 
Hastings 60 64 
Briar Cliff 71 93 
Westmar 62 57 
Mount Marty 71 83 
Nebraska Wesleyan 60 65 
Dana 76 74 
Concordia 69 75 
Dana 73 81 
Midland Lutheran 65 70 
Hastings 93 87 
Doane 66 89 
Concordia 72 75 
Top left: Julie Schuiteman plays defense. Top 
right : Wendy Rainboth dribbles down the floor. 
Above : Jennifer Taylor watches for the rebound. 
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Wrestling with Power 
Genesis 32:24 
Qualifying a record number eight wrestlers for nationals was just 
one highlight for the Northwestern Wrestling Team and coaches, Paul 
Bartlett and Steve Fischer this season. Besides the eight wrestlers who 
qualified, two others just missed qualifying for the prestigious meet. 
Before the season started, the wrestlers and coaches were anxious for the 
season to begin. 
The season started off strong for the team as they wrestled well at 
their first meets of the season . The team was then faced with many 
injuries that forced several experienced wrestlers to miss meets through-
out the season , allowing freshmen or transfers to step up and fill their 
shoes. At the Dana Invitational, Kurt Karjalainen earned the outstanding 
wrestling honor for his strong performance. The wrestlers kept improving 
and wrestling hard throughout the rest of the season and can be proud of 
their record eight national qualifiers. 
Top: A Northwestern wrestler concentrates on his 
next move. Middle: Jeremy Koch waits for the 
right time to make his move. Above : Kevin 
Vander Linden holds an opponent down. Right: 
Sam Gibson works hard as he wrestles his 
opponent. 
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••••••••••••• 
Eight 
National 
Qualifiers 
••••••••••••• 
Left: Robert Leekley gets ready 
to aggressively attack. Below 
left: Denny Orr wrestles with 
energy. 
Scott Van Der Brink 177 SR 
Bryce Armstrong 142 JR 
Michael Cresswell 126 JR 
Robert Leekley 190 JR 
Kelly O'Brien 142 JR 
Dennis Orr 158 JR 
Edgar Urriola 126 JR 
Matt Vander Velde 150 JR 
Joel Bailey 167 so 
Chris Deam 177 so 
Erik Karjalainen 142 so 
Kevin Vander Linden 275 so 
Curt Van Hill 190 so 
Darren Yartz 126 so 
Joel Boersma 177 FR 
Gary Eggleston 167 FR 
Clint Fichter 134 FR 
Sam Gibson 118 FR 
Ben Hagglund 158 FR 
Kurt Karjalainen 134 FR 
Jeremy Koch 158 FR 
Matt Ortman 142 FR 
Eli Paulsrud 177 FR 
Jed Schug 150 FR 
Michael Shaffer 177 FR 
Josh Stevens 126 FR 
Vidal Torres 150 FR 
Above : Coach Bartlett intently watches one of his 
athletes. 
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Finishing the Race 
Acts 20:24 
Indoor or outdoor one could always find the Northwestern Track 
Team running, jumping or throwing during the winter and spring months. 
Coached by Barry Brandt, Kevin Cole, and Dale Thompson, the runners , 
jumpers, and throwers worked hard to improve each performance. Al-
though the team was young, the tracksters had strong performances 
during both seasons. 
A highlight during the indoor season was qualifying four individuals 
and four relays for the NAIA indoor track meet which was held in Lincoln , 
Nebraska. Several team members also had the privilege of competing in a 
large, competitive meet at Iowa State University. At the national meet, 
three Raider Runners earned all-American honors. Earning the honors 
were Amy Nielsen, Bryant Engelmann, and Terry Dykstra who all partici-
pated in the 600-meter dash. 
After spring break, the Raiders started training for the outdoor 
season. One highlight of the outdoor season was winning the Dordt 
Invitational. This meet is one of the few scoring meets the Raiders partici-
pate in so winning it was exciting for the team. The team finished their 
year with the conference meet at Fremont, Nebraska and the Buena Vista 
Last Chance Meet. 
Congratulations to the national qualifiers and keep running, jump-
ing, and throwing hard!! 
Top right: Val Garner and Kris Rogers push each 
other to the finish line. Middle right: Daron De 
Jong and Marlon Haverdink go after their 
opponents. Above: Terry Dykstra reaches for 
the handoff from Wes Heyde. Bottom right: 
Marlon Haverdink receives the handoff from Terry 
Dykstra. 
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l 
Justin Hartman SR 
Jon Hood SR 
Todd Te Grotenhuis SR 
Bobby Davidson JR 
Daron De Jong JR 
Bryant Engelmann JR 
•••••••••••••••• Matthew Hill JR 
• • 
• • Brad Moss JR 
• • Jon Oostra JR 
• • Terry Dykstra so • NATIONAL • 
• • Marlon Haverdink so 
• QUALIFIERS • Chris Moehring so • • 
• • Ryan Stander so 
• • Jeremy Van Engen so 
• • 
• • 
Brent Van Hauen so 
•••••••••••••••• Jamie Van Roekel so 
Jamie Van Roekel hits a hurdle in Adam Boerema FR 
his quest to win. Darrin De Vries FR 
Shawn De Koster FR 
Daniel Ebbens FR 
Tony Englin FR 
Tim Harskamp FR 
Jarrod Heinz FR 
Wesley Heyde FR 
Wade Klassen FR 
Jonathon Leo FR 
Daniel McMartin FR 
Andrew Pietsch FR 
Lee Reuvers FR 
Tim Rogers FR 
John Rundquist FR 
Nolan Speichinger FR 
Josh Thomas FR 
Casey Timmer FR 
Jerod Work FR 
Tina Eischeid SR 
Diane Te Grotenhuis SR 
Valerie Garner JR 
Kris Rogers JR 
Kristen Bernardy so 
Lanette Jurrens so 
Jennifer Leichty so 
Marcy Vos so 
Cora Bleeker FR 
Carina Donkersloot FR 
Leah Huizenga FR 
Amy Nielsen FR 
.Jacinda Van Voorst FR 
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Confident Throwers 
Hebrews 10:35 
Over Spring Break the Northwestern Baseball Team and coaches 
Mark Bloemendaal and Dave Nonnemacher traveled to the Metrodome in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota to play indoor baseball games. Since weather had 
not been cooperative prior to the trip, this was the first chance for the 
young team to play on a full-size field. The team finished with a pleasant 
record of 5-3 for the trip. 
The Raiders then opened outdoor play Nebraska Wesleyan where 
they struggled with the sun and uneven surface of a natural field. After 
getting used to the outdoor conditions, the team played solid baseball 
despite having to be flexible in their schedule with spring snow and rain . 
Raider career wins leader, Trygve Johnson, was honored during 
the season as the Nebraska-Iowa Athletic Conference Pitcher of the Week 
after earning wins over Concordia and Dordt. Greg Smit broke the single 
season record for hits when he reached 66 hits for the season. 
The young baseball team finished the season with an overall 
record of 25-20 and a conference record of 10-10. Although the team had 
hoped to win more games this spring, they can be proud of their accom-
plishments and can look forward to next year when they will be more 
experienced. 
01 Damon Huibregtse IF so 
03 Brady Aalbers SS-38 FR 
04 Kully Kramer C-OF JR 
05 Matt Ortman IF FR 
07 Matt Trost P-IF FR 
09 Todd Van Essen OF so 
10 Vince Kurtz 28-38 so 
11 Troy Van Dyke OF JR 
12 Chad Baker P-SS JR 
13 Jeremy Pickard IF FR 
14 Greg Smit OF SR 
15 Jason Smit OF JR 
16 Miles Schulze P-OF FR 
17 Jay Wright c so 
18 Chris Wright P-IF JR 
19 Brian Knochenmus IF-P FR 
21 Cory Lorenzon P-OF so 
22 Jeff Determan P-38 FR 
23 Tim Klein P-38 FR 
25 Trygve Johnson P-IF SR 
32 Jon Harderson IF FR 
35 Dan Taylor p SR 
36 Matt Mars p FR 
40 Chip Joecken C-18 SR 
44 Adam Jennett C-18 SR 
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Catching Glory 
Isaiah 42:12 
Florida was the destination for the softball team and 
coaches Dave Hulstart and Mike Meyer over Spring Break. During 
the trip , the team compiled a record of 9-1 . When the team re-
turned they faced tough competition from the their opponents and 
the weather. The first action the softball team saw was at the 
Simpson College Invitational . The team faced better pitching then 
they had seen in Florida so they struggled with hits. The players 
and coaches finished the tournament with a record of 2-3 after one 
of their games went into tiebreaker rules that went against the 
Raiders. 
The Raiders kept playing hard although they faced their 
struggles at times. At the St. Mary's Tournament, the team finished 
with a 2-4 record with wins over Kansas Newman College and 
College of St. Mary's. In their win against Westmar, the softball 
team had to also compete against over 40 mph wind gusts which 
created very dusty conditions. The team conference play with a 
record of 15-3 which tied them for the league championship with 
Dana College. 
A highlight for the team this year was being selected to host 
the conference post-season tournament for the first time ever. 
Rainy conditions, however, forced the tournament to be played in 
Omaha, Nebraska. Although the Raiders no longer had home field 
advantage, they still came out victorious in the tournament as they 
won the championship with a perfect 3-0 record . The win qualified 
the team for the Great Plains Regional Tournament which was held 
in Hastings, Nebraska. The winner of this tournament was granted 
a trip to the national tournament. 
Congratulations to the Co-conference champions and 
champions of the post-season conference tournament! 
05 Wendy Rainboth 2B JR 
07 Mindy Crannell OF FR 
08 Manda Nelson SS FR 
10 Sheri Storms p so 
11 Betsy Van Noord P-OF FR 
12 Danni Shay INF FR 
14 Tish Bergeson OF JR 
15 Jill Rasmussen INF JR 
16 Jill Berkenpas OF FR 
17 Lindsay Olson OF FR 
18 Charity Mugge OF FR 
19 Gerry Bruns OF FR 
20 Laura Wernimont OF so 
21 Amy Verdoorn 1B FR 
25 Amy Vanden Bosch c JR 
26 Jonna Nelson INF JR 
... 27 Becky Vugteveen OF FR 
. 28 Kendra Luiken c FR 
29 Melanie Mason p SR 
30 Lisa Wacker p FR 
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Striving for the Top 
Philippians 3:14 
Northwestern College was well represented at national champion-
ships throughout the year. The women's golf team and volleyball team 
represented NWC as teams while several individuals from the wrestling 
team, cross-country team, and track team participated at nationals as 
individuals. 
The first sport to qualify for nationals was the women's golf team . 
The team qualified for the national tournament in the fall by winning the 
Nebraska-Iowa Athletic Conference Meet by one stroke. Although the 
team did qualify in the fall , nationals were not held until late May in Tulsa. 
The team competed at a few meets in the spring to freshen their skills 
before the national meet. 
Daron De Jong was the first individual to qualify for nationals when 
he placed fourth at the Nebraska-Iowa Athletic Conference Qualifying 
Cross-Country Meet. At the national meet in Kenosha, Wisconsin , Daron 
had the highest finish ever for a Northwestern runner at the NAIA national 
cross country meet. Daron finished 43rd with a time of 26:33. Daron's 
teammate , Marlon Haverdink was recognized at the meet as an NAIA 
Scholar-Athlete. 
Northwestern's Volleyball Team was next to qualify for nationals. 
The team earned an automatic berth to the tournament after winning the 
Great Plains Regional Tournament. The national tournament was held in 
sunny San Diego, California. Entering the tournament as the eighth seed, 
the team started competition against St. Edwards of Texas. The team was 
defeated in three straight games by St. Edwards. The Raiders next faced 
St. Ambrose whom they defeated in three straight games. California-
Baptist was the next opponent for the Raiders , but the team came out on 
the short end after four games. The Raiders then played the top seed, 
BYU-Hawaii , and were defeated in three games. 
The wrestling team set a school record by qualifying eight wres-
tlers for the national tournament held in Jamestown, North Dakota. Wres-
tlers who competed at nationals were: Kurt Karjalainen , Matt Vander 
Velde, Scott Van Der Brink, Kevin Vander Linden, Jeremy Koch, Bob 
Leekley, and Curt Van Hill. As a team, the Raiders were 15th. Two 
wrestlers placed at the meet earning them all-American honors. Curt Van 
Hill finished sixth at 190 pounds for all-American honors. Kevin Vander 
Linden placed eighth as a heavyweight and earned honorable mention all-
American honors. The other wrestlers wrestled very well also, but just 
missed placing. 
Traveling to Lincoln, Nebraska over the first weekend of Spring 
Break to participate in the NAIA indoor track championships were several 
members of the Northwestern Track Team. Bryant Engelmann, Terry 
Dykstra, and Amy Nielsen all competed in the 600-meter dash . All three of 
the runners earned all-American status through their performances. 
Bryant finished fourth while Terry was a close fifth . In the women's race, 
Amy finished third . Also competing at the meet were Daron De Jong in the 
3,000 meter-run, and the men's and women's 4x800-meter relays and 
4x400-meter relays . Making up the 4x800 relays were : Marlon Haverdink, 
Nolan Speichinger, Brent Van Hauen, Bryant Engelmann, Leah Huizenga, 
Jennifer Leichty, Cora Bleeker, and Amy Nielsen. Running on the 4x400 
relays were: Dan McMartin, Marlon Haverdink, Brent Van Hauen, Nolan 
Speichinger, Jennifer Leichty, Cora Bleeker, Leah Huizenga, and Jacinda 
Van Voorst. 
Congratulations to all of these national qualifiers!!! 
100 Caroline Rogers works on her stroke before nali 
ionals. 
Left: Val Ronning gets ready for nationals by practicing her putting . Above: Jeremy 
Koch works on his wrestling moves before nationals. Below left: The women's golf 
team proudly displays their trophy after qualifying for nationals. 
Above: Kevin Vander Linden receives advice 
from Coach Bartlett at a meet before nationals. 
Left: The volleyball team couldn 't be happier 
about going to California to play volleyball. 
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Right: A scene from the Theatre Departments 
Fall Production . 
Below: In a "Winters Tale ," Kris Kling and Jenna 
Messer embrace as the rest of the cast looks on. 
Above: Kristin Falkson plays the flute in a concet 
in Christ Chapel. 
Right: Members of the NWC Symphonette making 
beautiful music. 
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LIVING LIFE TO THE FULL-
"Shout for joy to the Lord, all the earth, burst into 
jubiliant song with music." Psalm 98:4 
1fe in tfle Fine ~rts 
Under headline: The NWC Theatre Departments 
Childrens Play production of "The Pied Piper of 
Hamelin." 
Above: The NWC Symphonette. 
Left: Vespers in Christ Chapel (Christmas 95) . 
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"Let the little children come unto me for theirs is 
the Kingdom of Heaven" Matthew 19: 14 
The Northwestern College Theatre Depart-
ment presented The Pied Piper of Hamelin for the 
children of area schools. The acting company 
presented nine shows running from October 24 to 
October 27. 
The Pied Piper of Hamelin is a version of the 
legendary fairy tale as written by Browning. The 
townspeople of Hamelin promise to pay the piper 
to rid the town of rats. When he is finished the 
townspeople refuse to pay him, in retaliation he 
takes their children off into the mountains. The 
Northwestern version ends the story with the 
townspeople repenting and learning a lesson 
about keeping promises. Dr. Keith Allen has been 
involved with the children's play since his appoint-
ment to the faculty in 1967. The plays add a "fun" 
dimension to the Theatre program 
Top: "Are you okay Mrs. Top Right: "Hey girls do ya 
Hauptman?" .. Josh Blakesly and Craig want to learn how to sew!" 
Barnes help Mellisa Wright. Sage Bolte as Ursula, Ami 
Right: The Counselors get into Christensen as Greta, and 
trouble. Kenda Hallman as Mitzi. 
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• 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Cast • 
:The Pied Piper ...... . Sven Molter Willi ... ... ....... ... Eric Connell 
•Greta Schultz ... Ami Christensen Klaus Hauptman .... Jonathan Lee 
: Heinrich Becker ... Scott Swartz Clara Fleischer ... Holly Thompson 
•Mitzi Schmidt. .. .. Kenda Hallman Kurt. ...... ... Ryan Marincovitch 
: Ursula Schmidt. .... .. Sage Bolte Mrs. Schultz .. . Margo Lane 
•Mrs. Fleischer .... Sara D. Veldhuizen Mrs. Hauptman .... Melisa Wright 
: Mr. Fleischer ...... Jasan Whitaker Mrs. Becker .... Laura Ferguson 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•Council Reiter .. . Jason Barker Mayor Schultz ... Craig Barnes • 
: Councilor Schmidt. .. Josh Blakesly : 
• Rat Patrol/Rat Handlers 
: Roberta Van Milligan, Heather Bullis, Tobias Posvar, Kenda Hallman, 
•Kathleen Mclane, Noni Roberts , Carina Donkersloot, Heidi Yost. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • Production Staff 
• • 
• Director ... ,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,R. Keith Allen Technical Director ..... ...... Jeff Taylor• 
: Scene Designer ............... Jeff Taylor Lighting Designer ... .. Gina Tanksley: 
•Master Electrician ... .... Dawn Wittke Makeup .... .. ........... Jennifer Matheis• 
:Asst. Mst. Electrician ... Carrie Dean Properties ... ............... Noni Roberts : 
•Light Brd. Opert .. Jennifer Bovenkerk Costumes .......... .... Kristi Ten Clay • 
: Costume Shop ......... Kathy Hendley House Mang .... .. .. Rebecca Hanson : 
•Stage Manager .. .. .. ..... Tina Carbone Choreographer .......... Richard Miske• 
•Publicity/Programs ...... Jennifer Messer, Kira Jones, Carrie Dean • 
• • 
•Other Crews: Kristy Merrill , Celeste Schelhaas, Marabel Allen , Allison Mclaughein, Shawna • 
•Hartzler, Nikki Martin , Monica Flack, Monica Schaap, Veronica Busby, Mark Anderson , Wayn • 
• Gellett, Robin Eppinga, Jill Goedeke, Steve Wilbur, Jesse Vondrax, Heather Bullis , Kris Kling , • 
•Justus Boatright, Elizabeth Delehoy, Jason Medina,. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'Fill the ink wells Reiter, hurry up Reiter, No! not that Reiter! " Jason Barker ,as Mr. Reiter, complains that Josh Blakelsy, 
uselor Schmidt and Craig Barnes, as the Mayor, do not take him seriously. 
: The full cast of The Pied Piper of Hamelin. 
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"Wrath is cruel , anger is overwhelming; but who can stand 
before jeaslousy?" Proverbs 27:4 
The Northwestern College Theatre Department 
presented "The Winter's Tale" for the general public from 
the 8th to the 16th of December. 'The Winter's Tale " 
written by William Shakespeare is a romance and a 
comedy combined . The theme of the first half of the play 
is of Jelousy and pride, while the second half is of love 
and joy. 
Prior to "The Winter's Tale" the theatre department 
had not produced a Shakespearean drama in over 10 
years, Director Jeff Barker and the entire theatre depart-
ment were thrilled to produce this timeless love story. 
For many of the actresses and actors this was their first 
experience on stage with Shakespeare. For many the 
experience is unforgettable. Using very few props and 
costumes consisting of all black material, the staging of 
the play itself was contradicting to most peoples view of 
how Shakespeare is to be done. The experimentation 
however, was successfull, pulling in large crowds of 
people who were consistently happy with the interpreta-
tion of the play. 
Top: 
Kris Kling as King Leontes 
Bottom: The Cast and Crew of The 
Winter's Tale. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
• King Leontes ...... ... .. Kristopher G. Kling 
• Queen Hermione ......... Jennifer Messer 
• • Prince Mamillius .. ..... . Andrew Peterson 
• Princess Perdita .......... Danyale Temple 
• Emelia .... .. ............... ..... Kenda Hallman 
• • Paulina .. .. ... ........ .... ... ... ... ... . Kira Jones 
• Antigonus .......... ....... .... ... Craig Barnes 
• Camillo .... .... ............ ... .. .... Scott Swartz 
: Cleomenes ........ Joy Terlouw-Blackwell 
• 
• 
• 
• Dion .... .... ....... ..... ...... Rebecca Hanson • 
Executioner ... .. ...... .. ....... .. Dawn Wittke • 
• Ship Captain ............. .. .. . Tobias Posvar • 
Old Shepherdess ........ Ami Christensen • 
Shepherdess .............. Nicole Vanderhill • 
• King Polixenes ..... ....... . Paul Leinheiser • 
Prince Florizel. ....... ....... .. Steven Molter • 
Autolycus .. .. ... .. ... .. ...... Tina E. Carbone • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Performance Staff • 
• 
• Acting Coach ...... ... ... .... Mark Anderson 
• Asst. Stage Mang ............ Angela Smits 
• Lt . Br. Opt... ................ Lori Ann Jensen 
• 
• Asst. Lt. Brd. Opt... .. .... Jasan Whitaker 
• Master Electrician ........... .... . Jeff Taylor 
• Box Off. Mang .... .. Roberta Van Milligan 
• 
• Stage Manager .... ...... ...... ... . Heidi Yost • 
House Manger ... ...... ........ Noni Roberts • 
Wardrobe .... ... ......... ........ Holly Skinner • 
• Follow Spot. .. ... .... ....... ... ... .. Jill God eke • 
Hair and Makeup ... .. ... . Laura Ferguson • 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
Production Staff • 
• 
: Director. .............................. Jeff Barker Asst. Lt. Designer ............. Dawn Wittke : 
• Lighting Desinger ... ..... ...... .. Jeff Talylor Properties Manager ... ... .. Jason Medina • 
• Costume Design ..... ... ... ....... . the actors Technical Director ... ........... Jeff Talylor • 
: Graphics Artist .. ...... Carina Donkersloot 
• Sept. edt. and new songs .. . Jefff Barker 
• Costume Shop Mang ..... Kathy Hendley 
• 
Publicist. .... ................ .. . Kristi Ten Clay : 
Asst. Dir/Acting Coach ..... Karen Barker • 
• 
• 
• Other Crews: Heather Bullis , Robbin Epinga, Wayne Gellet, Jill Godeke, Aaron 
• Groendyke, Jennifer Krauss, Jon Lee, Daniel McMartin, Matt Nelson, Shane 
: Staiger, Jeff Sterk, Ashlie Tullar, Aaron Vander Schaaf, Cliff Wiley, Tim Wood, 
• Celeste Schelhaas, Veronica Busby, Monica Flack, Nikki Martin , Kristy Merrill , 
• Jennifer Matheis, Kate Mclane, Allison Mclaughlin , Monica Schaap, Ashlie 
: Tullar, Abby Verburg, Justus Boatright, Samantha Chen , Carrie Dean, Elizabeth 
• Delehoy, Shawna Hartsle , Steve Wilbur, Jen Bovenkerk, Carina Donkersloot, 
• Tracie Ford, D. Griffieon, Tina Ludlum, Ryan Marincovich , Sara Veldhuizen . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Top: Kira Jones as Paulina is taken away from baby 
Perdita. Dawn Wittke and Sven Molter hold her back. 
Left: King Leontes is determined to kill Perdita 
Above : Danyale Temple as Perdita ,is seeing her 
mother,Queen Hermione (Jenna Messar) , for the first 
time. 
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-"the women of Israel came out singing and dancing, to meet King Saul, with tamburines, with joy and 
with musical instruments." I Samuel 18:6 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
• 
• Violin I Viola Violin II Bass Chello 
• 
• Angela Fick Kendra Brinkman Shannon De Jong Bryce Assink Wendi Klein 
• Tamera Holter Neenah Schuler Gina Julius Jennifer J. Kischer Tracy Lindskoog 
• 
• Mark Nordyke Jill Miller 
• Elen Sterup Kim Wonnenberg 
• 
• Tricia Mc Elroy Becky Yoder 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
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Top Right: Wendi Klein plays the 
Chello. 
Top: Ellen Sterup on the Viola. 
Bottom photos: The symphonette performs during the Vespers Concert. 
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\ Michelle Kim Benz Barb Burlingame Jeff Beekhuizen Andy Ellingson • 
Andersen Brooke Blevins Todd Hartbecke Ryan De Haan Michelle Gutheridge • 
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• 
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Linsay Carlson 
Heidi Cater 
Kristin Falksen 
Jennifer Van 
Leeuwen 
Oboe 
Erica Mclaughlin 
Lynne 
Vandermuelen 
Bassoon 
Shanna De 
Hoogh 
Misty Jo Jung 
Doreen Bundt Marilyn Lupkes Dan Faber Martha Hansen 
Laura Hibma 
Stacy Maassen 
Christie Rydell 
Laura Schoolen 
Catherine 
Vermeer 
Rebecca Yoder 
Alto Sax 
Patti Dykstra 
Kristie Johanson 
Keith Schleicher 
Kristine Van Zante 
Jason Mouw 
Carolyn Pettit 
Tara Spencer 
Emily Van Donslear 
Nick Van Es 
Horn 
Sarah Barnes 
Happy Foster 
Sandra Guenther 
Sara Vos 
String Bass 
Bryce Assink 
Kevin Jansma 
Euphonuim 
Myra De Haan 
Bryan Van Gelder 
Scott Van Gorp 
Steve Van Gorp 
Baritone Sax 
Andrew Tullar 
Bass Clarinet 
Penny Rouse 
Brenda Jackson 
Mark Nordyke 
Jason Vande Bosch 
Piano 
Jenny Davenport 
Rose Van 
Mersbergen 
Tuba 
Matthew Johnson 
Justin Unrau 
Tenor Sax 
Joshua Martinsen 
Tim Wood 
• 
• 
....................................................................... 
................................................................... '" 
• Soprano I Soprano II Alto I Tenor Bass 
• 
• Lindsay Carlson Tamara De Hoogh Sherri James Daniels Jeff Beekhuizen 
• Eileen Ringnalda Annalisa De Jong Zimmerman Ryan Haack Ryan De Haan 
• 
• Alissa Jane Steege Abbie Vis Brian Keepers Nicholas Koele 
• Heidi Hellinga Craig Madsen 
• 
• Toshi Shimizu 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '" 
Altc 
Patt 
Ke it 
Ten 
Lisa 
Tim 
==---" ................................................................• 
~ Alto Sax Baritone Sax Trombone Trumpet Bass : 
Patti Dykstra Joshua Martinsen Jeff Beekhuizen Dawn Bruins Bryce Assink • ~~~Keith Schleicher Dan Faber Barb Burlingame Ryan Busboom • 
•••••• 
;hrock 
/an Es 
m Gelder 
Tenor Sax Piano 
Amber Noem 
Jason Vanden Bosch 
Kevin Jansma Jason Mouw : 
Tara Spencer Drums • 
Dan Smith • 
• 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Acapella Choir 
Shout for joy to the Lord, all the earth , burst into jubilant song 
with music. Psalm 98 
The Northwestern College A cappella choir, under the 
direction of Dr, Kim Uttke, is compromised of approximately 
sixty-five members during the school year. The choir per-
formed for Vespers as well as other campus events. The 
choir also extensively performed on their 68th annual tour 
during spring break. On their way to Washington the choir 
made stops in South Dakota, North Dakota, and Montana. 
112 .__~_T_o_p_R_ig_h_t_: H_e~i-di_H_e_le_n_ga~an_d_H_e_id_i_C_at_e_rd_u_r_in_g_V_es_p_e_rs_. ~~~~~~~~~B_o_tt_o_m_:_T_he_f_u_ll_N_ort_h_w_e_st_e_rn_c_o_lle~g~e-A_ca~pe_lla~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Soprano II Alto I Tenor II Baritone • 
• • 
• Tamara De Hoogh Kendra Brinkman Ryan Busboom Eric Johnson • 
• Annalisa De Jong Myra De Haan Reuben Daniel Nicholas Koele • 
• • 
• Julie Main Emily De Jong James Daniels Jason Shrock • 
• Angela Smits Kristie Dewald Ryan Haack Nick Van Es • 
• • 
• Kristine Van Zante Heidi Helinga David Huntley Bryan Van Gelder • 
• Tiana Veldhuizen Cynthia Hustrulid Craig Madsen BJ Van Kalsbeek • 
• • 
• Julie Vermeer Dawn McKellips Travis Popken Daniel Van Roekel • 
• Becky Yoder Karla Ploeger Toshiyuki Shimizu Carl Velzke • 
• • 
• 
Michelle Ringnalda 
• 
• Sopranao I Ellen Sterup Tenor I Bass • 
• • 
• Lindsay Carlson Abbie Vis Brian Keepers Jeff Beekhuizen • 
• Heidi Cater Tonia Wiese Scott Kosters Ryan De Haan • 
• Sheri Zimmerman Shawn Pavlik Kevin Jansma • 
• Shannon De Jong • 
• Allison Fiene Andrew Tullar Joel Sterk • 
• Alto II Kris Vande Zwaag Justin Unrau • 
• Eileen Ringnalda Lori Billie • 
• Alissa Jane Steege Benjamin Van • 
• Kristan Temeyer Rachel Govig Engelenhoven • 
• Rebecca Hanson • 
• Ashlie Tullar Steve Van Gorp • 
• Amy King • 
• Angie Smit • 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
___ ......,,.,Left: Lindsay Carlson and Tiana Veldhuizen singing in the choir loft. Bottom: Part of the Acapella Choir during the Vespers conert. 
eleft: Jason Shrock, Alli Fiene, Rebecca Hanson Cynthia Hulstrud sing during the Vesper cancer. Middle Right: Ryan Haack, and Toshi Shimizu. 113 
-Don't 
Soprano I Soprano II Alto I Alto II and e 
Jill Bonnema Erin Cleveringa JLC Cordova - Kristin Arneson purity 
Sara Cleveringa Darla Kurtenbach Sherri Fleshman Jessica Burnett 
Sara Ewing Kristi Nieuwendorp Sherry Groen Mary Dieck 
The C Christine Orwig Amy Verhey Sarah Huizenga Beth Martinez 
BarkE Tomoko Sawada Sara Vos Amber Noem play : 
Debbie Syverson Lisa Wacker Jennifer Vander Molen Chica 
Melissa Wright schoc 
• I 
on 
ett 
Don't let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set 
and example for the believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith and 
i)Urity. 
I Timothy 4: 12. 
The Drama Ministries Ensemble, under the direction of Karen 
Barker and Dr. Keith Allen spent the year preparing Jeff Barker's 
play The Pottery Class . The team had the chance to tour in the 
Chicago area over spring break, performing The Pottery Class for 
schools and churches. 
Ruby: Tina Carbone 
Stubbs: Heidi Yost 
Lester: Eric Connell 
Phillipe: Steven Molter 
J.J.: Josh Blakesley 
Fran : Sage Bolte 
Gracie: Ami Christensen 
Sound Operator: Jasan Whitaker 
Student Director: Joy Ter Low-Blackwell 
Directors: Karen Barker and "Doc" Allen 
Stage Manager: Laura Ferguson 
11 !) 
Left Top: Rebecca Hanson and Toby Posvar. 
Right Top: Kira Jones, Director of her Senior Show. 
Top Center: Rico Moss, Ami Christensen, Toby 
Posvar, Scott Swartz, 
Center: Joy Blackwell as Puck in her Senior Show. 
Right Center: Rebecca Hanson as "Wall", is accosted 
by Jon Lee, and Jason Barker. 
Middle Bottom: Jon Lee and Jason Barker 
Right Bottom: Heidi Yost, Jason Medina, Laura 
Ferguson worried about the disapearrance of Jason 
Barker. 
Left Bottom: Scott Swartz and Eric Connell 
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Top Right: Ami Christensen in a one act play. 
Top Left: Kris Kling and Tobias Posvar in Tobias's Senior 
show. 
Middle Right: Laura Ferguson as Katie Kischner. 
Middle Left: Rebecca Hanson "kisses" Tyson Fox. 
Bottom Right: Joni Brouwer talks to the big guy upstairs. 
Bottom Left: Tina Carbone "talks" to her Aunt Joy Blackwell. 
Lower Bottom Left: Craig Barnes. 
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Top Left: Eileen Ringalda and Michelle Andersen perform during 
Eileen's senior show. 
Top Right: Tobias Posvar and Rebecca Hanson during Tobias's 
senior show. 
Middle Left: Midori plays the organ during Happy and her senior 
show. 
Middle Right: Josh Blaksley, Angela Smits, and Tyson Fox 
during Arms and the Man. 
Bottom: The cast and crew of Drama Ministries Ensemble. 
Top Right: Ryan Marincovich, 
Angela Smits , and Kira Jones in 
Arms and the Man. 
Top Left: Tina Carbone and Paul 
Leinhieser in Arms and the Man. 
Middle Left: Jason Vanden Bosch. 
Middle: Josh Martinsen on Sax. 
Middle Right: Paul Leinheiser. 
Bottom : Andy Ellingson on the 
drums. 
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Top: Mark Nordyke, Laura Schoolen , 
and Michelle Andersen. 
Middle Left: Mark Nordyke on drum. 
Middle: Jason Mouw "Opie", on 
trumpet. 
Middle Right: Happy Foster on 
French Horn 
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Bottom: Heritage 
singers at the 
Vespers. 
Middle Left: 
Midori and Mark at 
Midori and 
Happy's Senior 
Recital. 
Middle Right: Tim 
Wood on 
Saxaphone. : 
Top: Becky Trost. 
People who want to get rich fall into temptation and 
a trap and into many foolish and harmful desires 
that plunge men into ruin and destruction. 
I Timothy 6: 9. 
The Northwestern College Theatre department 
presented Arms and the Man from April 19 through 
20, and April 24 through 27. Arms and the Man is 
written by George Bernard Shaw, and is labeled 
as a comedy of errors. With a melodramatic air, 
the actors and actresses performed with zeal, 
while throughly enjoying the comedy present in the 
script. Kristin Allen Barbour directed the play. 
The theatre department was priveleged to have 
Kristin for a semester in place of Jeff and Karen 
Barker, who were on sabbatical leave in Chicago. 
The play focuses on the misconception that war is 
romantic. The production was well recieved by the 
community, and except for a fire alarm, all went 
smoothly. 
Top: Tina Carbone as Louka and Bottom: The full cast and crew of 
Jason Barker as Nicola. Amrs and the Man. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
: Raina Petkkoff ......... Angela Smits CastPetkoff ..... Tyson Fox : 
• Catherine Petkoff ....... Kira Ayn Jones Louka ..... Tina E. Carbone • 
• 
• Captain Bluntshili. ... Joshua Blakesley Nicola .... Jason Barker 
• 
• Sergius Saranoff ... Paul Leinheiser A Russ. Off... .Ryan Marincovich 
• Production Staff 
• 
• Director..Kristin Allen Barbour 
• 
• Technical Director .. JeffTaylor 
: Stage Manager .. Mark Andersen , 
• Kenda Hallman 
Props Master .. Noni Roberts 
Set/Light Designer ... JeffTaylor 
Master Electrician .. Dawn Wittke 
Sound Design .. Scott Swartz 
• • Costume Design .. Kristin Allen Barbour Sound Operator .. Eric Connell 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: Publicity Manager .. Heidi Yost Assistant Electrician ... Jill Godeke • 
• 
• Lighting Maintenance .. Fred Landis 
• 
Costumer .. Kristi Ten Clay • 
• 
• Light board operators .. Sara D. 
• Veldhuizen, Jill Godeke 
• 
• Box Office Manager .... Roberta 
• Van Milligan 
Costume Shop Manager ..... Kathy • 
Hendley • 
• Charge Painter/Set Dresser .. Nicolee 
Vanderhill 
• 
• 
• • Various Crews: Jennifer Bovenkerk, Monica Flack, Wayne Gellet, Ryan 
• Marincovich, Erica Mclaughlin, Sven Molter, Jill Schreurs, Ami 
• Christensen , Elizabeth Delehoy, Carina Donkersloot, Laura Ferguson, 
• Kenda Hallman, Kathleen Mclane, Steve Wilbur, Joy Blackwell , Rebecca 
• Hanson, Jason Medina, Monica Schaap, Joell Werner, Jasan Whitaker, 
• • Marabel Allen , Sarah Beukelman, Samantha Chen, Eric Connell, Tyson 
• Fox, Tracy Hickey, Nicole Martin , Jeffifer Matheis, Kristi Ten Clay , Scott 
• Swartz Sara D. Velhhuizen, Heidi Yost, Sage Bolte, Carrie Dean, Juanita 
• Nyhuis, Holly Skinner. 
• 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Top: Angela Smits as Raina , and Josh Blakesley as 
Captain Bluntchili 
Middle left: "What is going on here! , Kira Jones chews 
out the rest of the cast. 
Bottom left: Paul Leinheiser, Kira Jones, and Tyson 
Fox 
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Right: Isn't this supposed to be Dramatic Lit.? A 
bunch of theatre students lounging around before 
class begins. 
Below: Jill Kuiper screams out in joy ... . she just 
loves participating in mud volleyball. 
Above: The housemates of Herda Cottage doing 
a little bonding in the kitchen. 
Right: The yearbook staff .... enough said! 
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LIVING LIFE TO THE FULL-
.. Let your light shine before men, that they may see your good 
deeds and praise your Father in heaven. Mathew 5: 16 
ife on campus 
Under headline: Four Northwestern students enjoy the 
spring weather after the snow finally left for the year. 
Above: Wingmates Heather Bonnema, Allison 
Mclaughlin, and Kristi Postema pose for a picture on 
the green. 
Left: The Student Activities Council pauses to pose for 
a picture during clean up of their first annual dinner 
theatre . 12s 
Right: Leah 
Evans 
tutors an 
student at 
an 
elementary 
school in 
Sioux 
Center. 
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The ways we serve 
---Northwestern college offers many opportunities for 
service in many diverse areas. On campus and around the 
region students reach out in service as witnesses of Christ 
to people from children to prisoners. 
On campus ministries help students to serve one 
another. These programs include Barnabas, Fine Arts 
Ministry, and Women's Ministry. 
Community and regional outreach consist of visits 
to different organizations. Children, elderly, soup kitchen, 
and prison ministry and worship teams provide means of 
ministering. 
Students concerned for world missions can become 
involved in spring service projects, summer of service, or 
the mission/global awareness teams. 
If anyone serves Me, let him follow Me; and where I 
am, there shall My servant also be; If anyone serve 
Me, the Father will honor him. 
John 12:26 
Student Ministries 
Back Row: Derek Vande Slunt, Becky Starkenburg, Danelle Adams, Pamela 
Brinks, Kristine Van Noord. Front Row: Barb Dewald, Hether Turnwall , 
Happy Foster, Elise Rens, Roberta Van Milligan. 
Above: Kristin Arneson 
and Tiana Veldhuizen 
experiencing the 
wonders of the Mall of 
American during the 
Women's Retreat. 
Women who attended 
the retreat learned 
about Transparency. 
Right: A member of 
Barnabas begins a 
note . Students who 
participate in Barnabas 
write letters of encour-
agement to various 
persons throughout the 
campus. Students 
receive letters signed 
by Barnabas. 
FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes) 
Back Row: Jeremy Wiersema, Dave Mulder, Betsy Russell, Brian 
Josh Pyle , Clint Hogrefe. Front Row: Josh Thomas, Matt Bloom, 
Valerie Garner, Bonita Nyhuis, Julie Van Manen 
.. 
. ~~ 
Left: Karen Van Zanten 
spends an afternoon helping 
a child with her homework. 
Students who participate in 
children 's ministry make the 
trip to an elementary or 
middle school once a week. 
Above: Brian Keepers and 
Josh Blakesly share their 
ministry of music during 
chapel. 
Right: Kristin Arneson and 
Amber Noem spend quality 
time with a resident of the 
Orange City Hospital long 
term care facility. Students 
can build relationships 
through Elderly ministry. 
Sigma Tau 
Back Row: Jenna Messer, Wendy Hensley, Ryan De Haan, Keith 
Starkenburg, NicoleTurpstra. Front Row: Melissa Lovegren, Elise Rens, 
Eileen Ringnalda, Susan Boote, Diane TeGrotenhuis. 
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Right: Two NWC 
students enjoy 
playing with a 
child. They worked 
with Urban Impact 
of New Orleans. 
Far Right: Curt 
Andringa gives a 
freshening up to a 
Habitat for Human-
ity House in 
Abilene, Texas. 
ISSIONS 
Over spring break 140 students traveled to 11 spots 
all over the country, in Canada and Mexico to serve. 
Students traveled to urban areas and worked with 
different ministry organizations. These included New Hope 
in Colorado Springs, Callenge Circle in New Orleans, Urban 
Ministry of Coney lsand, and The Way Out Ministry in Los 
Angeles. 
Students worked with orphans at Children's Haven 
International in Reynosa, Mexico while others worked with 
prisioners through Prison Ministries Institute in Florida. 
Hands were put to the task at His Mansion in 
Hillsborough, N.H. , Jackson County Ministries in Anneville, 
K.Y. and Habitat for Humanity in Abiliene Texas. 
Ministry also became reality in Philidelphia and at 
Le Roe in Montreal. 
"Let your light so shine before men that they might see 
your good works and glorify your Father in heaven." 
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- Matthew 5:16 
SOS (Summer of Service) 
Back Row: Becky Yoder, Kenya Kowalke, Derek Vande Slunt, Roberta Van Milligan, 
Kristine Van Noord, Amy Kroesche, Penny Rouse, Kris Vander Zwaag. Second Row: 
Shiran Nathaniel, Shannon Claude, Marilyn Lupkes, Daron De Jong. Front Row: 
Angela Smits, Deb Schleusener, Jeff Beekhuizen, Bryant Engelmann. 
Spring Service Project Team Leaders 
Back Row: Sean Nathaniel , Ron Takalo, Barry Lawenson. 
Derek Vande Slunt, Gretchen Vande Velde, Josh Burkholder, Brian 
Kenya Kowalke. Second Row: Kim Case, Jeff Haug, Jen Rhinehart. 
Row: Barb DeWald, Darrin Kimpson, Roberta Van Mulligan, Pamela 
Right: Supervisor, Brett Lamfers finally 
doing some sort of work at an office 
building in Anville , Kentucky. 
Below: Lorie Coy gets down and dirty at 
His Mansion in Hilsborough, New 
Hampshire. 
Right: Stephanie Grandia and Sara 
Ewing coat the cupboards with fresh 
coat of paint at Childrens Haven Int. 
Above: Liz Calsbeek, Heather 
Vermaat, and Amanda Reeves 
prepare food to give to the home-
less. 
Row: Jen, Kim, Miako, Ayoko, Shizuka, Angela, Melissa, Deb, Erin, 
, Sunell , Shiran, Sean, Brian , Prem, Ted, D, Tony. Second Row: Kristi, 
Kamoine, Shei la, Pramila, Sam, Roomi, Ruth , Peter, Albert. Front Row: 
Elian, Kristan, Miwa, Becky, Yuka, Duke, Emi , Parul , Lisa, Natsuki 
riTERNATIONAL 
CLUB 
Summer Institute 
Back Row: Lewis Bram, Christy Hoffman, Ron Takala, Lyle VanderWerlf, Janelle Koolhaas, Jana 
VanderSchaaf. Second Row: Miyako Koyama, Shinichi Kunistsu, Maiko Mashima, Takuro Ona, 
Miwa Onaka, Tomoko Sawada, Taeko Shibuya, Sanea Yamadam Yumi Yamazaki. Front Row: 
Julia Chebakova, Samantah Ting-Ting Chen, Kamome Fujimori , Yuuka Fujigasaki, Emi Higuchi, 
Akira Hoshino, Satoshi lkegami, Chikako Ishida, Kaori Ito, Rumi Kosaka. 
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Right: The major 
addition to the 
campus this 
year was the 
new dorm. 
Far Right: 
Housing 
arrangements 
for first semester 
included the use 
of lounges for 
living space. 
The number of students in comparison to the available 
housing caused overcrowding this year at NWC. Space in 
lounges and offices was used first semester for residential 
space. Living in these unusual circumstances changed the 
lives of the students which were effected. 
Amy Harder said that living in the office of the RD at 
Hospers had a positive effect on her life. "I would have never 
had the chance to meet all the different people." 
Fewer upperclassmen in the dorms may have had an 
impact on the incoming freshman. "If you [as a freshmen] 
don't have a lot of role models like upper classmen that have 
been here sometimes you might get off on the wrong track," 
Linsay Carlson said. 
The entire campus was effected by the changes in housing 
arrangements. "I think everybody knows that it had to be done 
this way so they pretty much dealt with it. They handled it all 
pretty well ," Harder said. 
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In my Father's house there are many rooms. John 14:2 
West Hall and Kepp Apartments 
Front Row: Shannon Claude, Marla Sonksen, Diane Boysen, Scott Kosters, 
Jon Hood, Val Garner, Corrie Kotzian , Jonna Nelson. 
-
.. 
' \ 
·" 
Fern-Smith Hall 
Left: Adam Boersma participates 
Heemstra's version of "Slip and 
Slide." 
Below: Kristin Arneson and Sarai 
Sikkema enjoy a high paced card 
game in their RA's room. 
Back Row: Rachel Govig , Amber Anderson , Amy Kroesche, Marilyn 
Jill Rasmussen , Myra, Front Row: Cheri Bergman, Candyce Janzen 
EmilyVandonsolar 
I ates in 
tnd 
Sarah 
card 
l'/e: Janelle Koolhaas takes a "brain 
al"from studying and socializes in the 
Computer Lounge. 
pers Hall 
Right: Clint Lutterman basks in the glory of the 
Coly Bash. The Coly Bash is the infamous and 
long awaited even where the men of Coly display 
their creative talent of Christmas decorating 
Below: D Kurian and Kendra Brinkman play 
Twister during Fern's Shamrock Shimmy. 
Right: Becky Schreuder, Jen Rhinehart, and 
Esther Leman pose for a seasonal shot. 
Residence Life Staff 
Below: Tina Jackson takes kicking back to an 
extreme. Students sometimes go to drastic 
measures in order to endure a late night of 
studying. 
Row: Robin Chalstrom, Kindra Hylbak, Carrie Rubenking (RD) , Becky 
·ns. Center: Elaine Knight 
Front Row: Doug Otto, Marla Sonksen, Carrie Rubenking, Dave 
Nonnemacher, Candyce Janzen, Darrin Kimpson . 
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Right: A little 
boy explores the 
art of finger 
painting at Kids 
Karnival. The 
entire siblings' 
weekend was 
filled with many 
activities ranging 
from a Karaoke 
Contest to the 
worship service 
in Christ Chapel 
was sponsored 
by SAC. 
\ 
... 
•. 
• 
·~· 
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~TUDENT ACTIVITIES ~-~ 
Li._)'he things we do .~. 
Do you ever wonder how all the activities on campus 
get organized? People are working contantly behind the 
scenes organzing, preparing, and decorating. 
Dances, movies, special event weeks , coffee houses 
and much more are planned and put into action by these 
people. When you wonder what you are going to do on a 
Friday night and you look out the glass wall and see and sign 
saying "Special Event," you don't have to wonder anymore. 
The majority of the social life on campus is sponsored 
by the Student Activities Council (SAC) . The coffee houses, 
siblings' weekend activities, weekly movies, and final 's week 
study breaks are all their responsilbility . 
These dedicated indiviuals put in many long hours 
striving to make our weekends more enjoyable. 
He died for all, that they should no longer live for them-
selves, but him who died and rose again on their behalf 
2 Corinthians 5:15 
Colen brander 
Back Row: Mark Haverdink, Dave Wenell , Jeff Beekhuizen, Marlon 
Haverdink, Graig Bears, Clint Hogrefe. Front Row: Landon Finch, Pete 
Errington, Bronson Pasko, Doug Otto (RD) . 
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Above: Mud 
Volleyball during 
Spring Fest was 
a popular 
activity. Melissa 
Stibor, Chris 
Winterboer, Eric 
Zender and Tina 
Jackson get 
intense as they 
compete for the 
win . 
Right: Amy 
Kroesche and 
Cheri Bergman 
shake it up at the 
AirBand 
Contest. 
Heemstra 
Back Row: Dean Van Farowe, Ryan Vande Berg. Front Row: Jason 
Medina, Darrin Kimpson (RD) , Jason Carlton . 
C (Student Activities Council) 
Row: Jasan Whitaker, Kim Case, Claire Culver, Craig Barnes, Derek 
e Slunt. Front Row: Jennie Wolf, Stephanie Churchill, Tara Meyer, 
Cordova, Ruth Daniel , Melissa Virtue . 
Ambassadors 
Far Left: Martha 
Hansen and Mark 
Nordyke try to stay 
off each other's toes 
during ballroom 
dancing practice. 
Top: Melissa Van 
Tilburg paints a girls 
face at Morning on 
the Green. 
Above :Newly weds 
Mike and Kerri Faber 
enjoyed a good laugh . 
Left: Brandon 
Fastenow scores a 
strike at Crazy 
Bowling. 
Back Row: Julie Main, Angela Smit, Heather Vermaat, Jill Davelaar, Kristin Bernady, Dawn 
Huibregste, Linsay Carlson, Heather DeGroot, Jason Robertson . Third Row: Chris Deam, Eric 
Johnson, Jeff Ellis, Julie Vermeer, Marilyn Lupkes, Jeff Beekhuizen, Carrie Moss. Second Row: 
Janelle Koolhaas, Sheri Zimmerman, Shelly Mahr, Matthew Oltmanns, Mark Henderson, Daron 
DeJong, Keli Loyd. Front Row: Brian Keepers, Amanda Lowman, Chris Winterboer. 
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Right: Copyright 
holds the attention of 
all the attenders of 
the College Republi-
can coffee house. 
Far Right: Ben Van 
Engelenhoven looks 
on as Forbes signs 
an autograph while 
campaigning for the 
presidency. 
°"'CLECTION fie people we vote for 
The Election of '96 made its impact around the nation, 
through out Iowa, especially during the caucuses, and even on 
campus. 
Candidates filled the television commercial blocks to 
the extent that on some commercial breaks you could see 
nothing but presidential hopefuls. 
Students became involved to different extents. Some 
campaigned for a particular cadidate, some joined campus 
Rebublicans or democrats, and some simply attended a 
caucus. 
Several candidates made visits to campus including 
Gramm, Forbes, and Bob Dole's wife , Elizabeth. Students had 
oportunities to interact with these presidential hopefuls in 
places such as the classroom or a news conference held in the 
cafeteria. 
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Do you not know that those who run in a race all run, 
but only one receives the prize? Run in such a way 
that you may win. 1 Corinthians 9:24 
College Republicans 
Back Row:James Culver, Jason Robertson, Angie Lawson. Third Row: 
Scott Kosters, Erica Bloom, Jason Carlton, Ty Fox, Liz Calsbeek, Erin Boen. 
Second Row: Jasan Whitaker, Kristan Temeyer, Jessica Wilson, Jenny 
Martin, Tara Davenport. Front Row: Jen Van Wyke, Carmen Biesheuvel. 
Campus Democrats 
Back Row: Dan Smith, Bret Kincaid, Bonita Nyhuis, Peter Hansen,Jlie 
Vermeer, Amy Brown, Dan Smith , Scott Schwartz. Front Row: Nicole 
Vanderhill , Adam Wells, Joe Gyung, Eric Vogel, Matt Jahn. 
Julie 
>le 
'Chi 
Row: Dr. Don Lindskoog, Adrean Forgette, Jon Kruse, Heather 
iwn, Carla Craigle, Amber Anderson , Marilyn Lupkes , Scott Vander 
~. Derek Vander Slunt. 
Social Work Advisory Committee 
Above: During 
Gramm's visit to 
Northwestern he 
attended this class 
where he offered a 
break from the 
normal lecture. 
Far Right: 
Charleton Heston 
joined Gramm 
during his 
campaign 
Right: Bryan 
Hibma and Brett 
'- Lamfers enjoy 
themselves at the 
College Republi-
.. cans coffee house. 
Back Row: Carrie Moss, Melissa Van Weelden, Amy Bogott, Lori Braatz. 
Front Row: Shelly Mahr, Esther Leman. (not pictured Becky Vugteveen) 
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Right: Syl 
Scorzaand 
Grant 
Turpstra 
sketch down 
notes during 
Prof. Eider's 
Economics 
class. 
Taking notes 
is a great 
way to stay 
attentive 
during the 
long class 
periods. 
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A CADEMICS ~ays we learn 
Coffee.Caffeine. Late nights. Early mornings. 
Hiding from friends, family, and phone calls . These are 
many of the techniques that Northwestern college students 
develop during their years here. Silence is a precious 
commadity around campus and when it is acheived it is 
taken advantage of to the fullest extent. 
Concentration is a skill that is diffcult to master but 
everyone is striving for. Dorm rooms, the library, lounges. 
the green (when it's warm), and any quite corner found 
around campus are the place we search for concentration . 
Why do we come to college? To learn . The many 
classes we take teach us a wide range of knowledge 
including a basis of knowledge in science, math, history, 
biblical studies, the fine arts, writing , and literature. 
Graduating with a liberal arts degree gives each student a 
base of knowledge to work with for the rest of their lives. 
Grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ. 2 Peter 3:18 
Writing Center 
Back Row: Dawn Huibregtse, JenniferTuor, Chris Winneboer, Heather Johnson, Carrie Dean , 
Catherine Vermeer, Kristen Bernardy, Jenny Klemz, Third Row: Brenda Van Engen, Stephanie 
Grandia, Natalie Puck , Sherrie Barber, Valerie Garner, Patti Thayer. Second Row: Keith 
Schleicher, Mall Jahn, Vince Kurtz, Jenny Martin . Front Row: Amy Pust, Sherri Zimmerman , 
Kristin King, Marcy Vos, Heather DeGroot, Missy Snoke, Hans Wagenaar. 
Above : David Wynn calmly 
and confidantly looks over his 
notes Van Puerson Hall over 
his notes before class. 
Right: In the library, Marilyn 
Lupkes concentrates as she 
reviews for an exam for her 
Monday night class. 
Below: Lynae Vandermeulen 
and Anna Sarris discover that 
studying can be fun when 
mixed with socialization. 
Education Club 
Back Row: Holli Bleil, Paula Schnepf, Laura Heitritter, Jason Schrock, Tara Meyer, Werdf 
Candy Volkers, Tammy Bouwman. Third Row: Nicole Molnau, Mark Laman, Julie Schuitemm. 
Assink, Chelly Maasen, Cindy Wiekamp, Jodi Schultz, John Norton, Amanda Lowman. Seaind 
Melissa Krempges, Tish Bergeson, Jennifer Simm, Robin Chalstrom, Brenda Van Engen. Becky 
Nemec, Allison Peterson, Amy Work, Sarah Elgersma. Front Row: Marlon Haverdink, J""'* 
Groendyke, Missy Remus, Julie Vermeer, Marci Klahsen, Mike Takalo, Korissa Lassen. 
ndy Ackerberg, 
uiteman, Darcie 
Second Row: 
n, Becky 
~ennifer 
NC (Music Educators National Convention) 
Row: Barb Burlingame, Linsay Carlson , Rebecca Trost, and Professor 
McGarvey. Second Row: Michelle Anderson , Kristine Van Zante. 
!Row: JJ Kischer, Midori Okawa, Heidi Cater, Laura Schoolen. Not 
dured: Nicholas Koe le 
Special Education Club 
Right: Pam DeBoer ponders the concepts of 
the national debt and how to balance this 
years budget. During Economics class the 
students tried to balance this years national 
budget by participating in a simulation. 
Below: Prof. Kristin Barbour checks to see 
who is attending her Dramatic Lituature class. 
All professors are now required to take 
attendance. 
Far Right: Andy 
Peach intensly 
pounds out a paper 
for tom mo row's 
deadline. This 
seems to be a 
common accurance 
in computer labs 
across campus. 
Right: Matt Ortman, 
Jeff Determan, 
David lndahl listen 
intently to Prof. 
Juffer. 
Back Row: Jennie Wolf, Tish Bergeson, Wendy Rainboth, Kindra Hybak. 
Front Row: Chelly Maasen, Jackie Hueser, Holli Bleil, Wendy Ackerberg. 
13 
Right: Bret Engelkes gets the campus 
perspective from Beth Byrnes. C-TV 
is broadcast weekly in the lounge of 
Fern-Smith and at the RSC. 
Below: Beacons guide the student 
body in current news happenings on 
and off campus . Each Friday piles of 
newspapers are dispersed as students 
head into the lunch line. Beacon staff 
editors spend many late nights down in 
the basement of Grandberg Hall 
perfecting their stories and layouts so 
that NWC can enjoy a quality 
newspaper. 
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Campus Communication 
~ 
How does NWC hear about news? From student to 
student, professor to professor? From professor to student? 
From the nightly news or the daily paper. Yes. Students hear 
news from these sources, but on campus, students are 
communicating ideas and thoughts through established 
means. 
The Beacon , the Cornerstone, C-TV, and KQNW are 
all ways which students have opportunities to express their 
ideas. All of these mediums are improving themselves each 
year. 
C-TV and KQNW are still young and are still discov-
ering and improving the techniques which they use. Both are 
becoming more well known and popular around campus. 
More and more Beacon staff are also attending 
conferences to learn how to improve their newspaper. 
Go tell. .. what you have seen and heard. 
Luke 7:22 
C-TV (Campus Television) 
Back Row: Chuck Hall, Neal Van Dyke, Matt Hugan. Third Row: Jon Moss, 
Jill Godeke, Bret Englekes, Jason Medina, Jill Zeiger, Carey Callaway, Jason 
Carlton. Second Row: Peter Bruins, Rachel Vermeer, Sara Veldhuizen, 
Marla Van Steenis, Anna Sarris. Front Row: Erin Nystrem, Lesley Willer. 
Cornerstone Staff (Yearbook) 
Back Row: Tina Jackson, Laura Ferguson, Sara Veldhuizen, Kim Case, 
Jasan Whitaker, Wendy Ackerberg . Front Row: Sara Ewing, Amanda 
Lowman, Jenny Martin . 
KQNW 
Front Ro 
Willer, Mc 
Chris Se<: 
BillHerzo 
Cim Case, 
!l.manda 
QNW (Campus Radio Station) 
1nt Row: Ben Young, Peter Bruins, Eric Connell , Traci Rosenau, Erica 
:!er, Marla Van Steenis, Celeste Schelhaas. Back Row: Adam Collins , 
·~s Seaman, Wes Treadway, Stan Letscher, Carl Velzke, Scott Van Gorp, 
Herzog. 
Right: Ben Young sends his voice out over the air waves to listeners 
across campus. KQNW offers students a chance to show off their hidde 
talents to the whole campus. 
Below [both] : Sara Ewing and Jenny Martin agonize over layouts. 
Yearbook staff members spend late nights after finals week finishing 
pages so that you can enjoy this book of memories for years to come. 
Beacon Staff (Campus Newspaper) 
Front Row: Rebecca Daniel, Carrie Dean, Stephanie Grandia,Elis Rens, 
Sheri Zimmerman. Second Row: . Kevin Bullis, Nicole Vanderhill , . Back 
Row: Debby Scheusener, Eileen Ringnalda, Krista Van Gorp, Travis Volz. 
Right: Julie 
Rozendaal 
works 
furiously to 
put together a 
resume for 
summer 
employment. 
The Career 
Development 
Center can 
help students 
when looking 
for any type of 
employment. 
y:]MPLOYMENT fie places we work 
Campus employment is very popular across campus. 
Many students enjoy the extra money which it provides. This 
money allows students to do things varying from spending 
weeknights studying at the coffeehouse to driving to Sioux City 
for a night. 
Some jobs include opportunities for socialization or 
study time. Hours are spent sitting at desks pouring over 
books while serving other students and faculty. 
The areas of campus employment include many 
departments and services on campus. These include the 
RSC, mailroom, library, LRC, cafeteria, computer services, 
and office work. 
Campus employment is also an opportunity to make 
new friends. Working with others, students are able to get to 
know each other and form lasting bonds. 
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Whatever your work is, put your heart into it as if it 
were for the Lord. Colossians 3:23 
Development Office 
Back Row: Harold Van Der Weide, John Greller, Jay Wielenga, Cornie 
Wassink, Duane Beeson . Front Row: Joyce Oatley, Barb Ramsey, Shirley 
Muilenburg, Barb Ramsey 
Above: Nick 
Koele 
receives his 
l.D. card 
from Erica 
Mclaughlin 
in order to 
eata 
scrumptious 
meal in the 
cafeteria. 
Right: 
Janelle 
Koolhaas 
enjoys a 
phone 
conversation 
with a 
perspective 
student. 
Library Staff 
Art Hikema, Nella Kennedy, Cam Riibe, Linda Robinson, Denise Sneller, 
Richard Reitsma. 
Adm in 
Back Ro 
Flooding, 
Jministrative Council 
kRow: John Gruller, Paul Blezien, Wayne Kooiker, Ron De Jong, Matt 
Xlding, Bob Zweir. Front: Jim Bultman. 
Left: While sorting mail Sarah Ubben comes across a Publisher 
Clearing House Sweepstakes envelope and says to herself 
"Wow, a check from Ed McMahon for $10,000." 
Below: During her daily work study Natalie Puck fixes a 
computer in the LRC. Though computes are irritating to some 
students on campus Natalie finds working with them enjoyable . 
Right: Kevin Bullis kicks back 
in the LRC while talking to 
Trygve Johnson and Keith 
Starkenburg. 
Above: Brent Lamfers 
believes in service with a 
smile even when he is talking 
on the phone. 
Ecology Club 
Back Row: Carl Veldske, Celeste Schelhaas, Prof. Fred Van Dyke, Jamie 
Schmeling , Justin Harman, Jason Mouw. Front Row: Carolyn Pettit, 
Annalissa Johnson, Jennifer Van Leeuwen. 
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SGA Student Government Association 
Back Row: Heather Vermaat, Susan Boote, Kristin King, Jason Robertson, 
Kristie Johanson, Catherine Vermeer. Front Row: Amy King, Joel Carlson, 
Diane Boysen, Danelle Adams. (not pictured: Erin Boen, Stacey Harman) 
I 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Back Row: Steve Van Gorp, Jason Vanden Bosch. Third Row: AngelaAnder!llll 
Zac Nesper, Chris Winterboer, Eric Zehnder, Tanya Vander Wal. Second Row: I'll 
DeBoer, Marcy Vos, Stephanie Hutchcraft, Amy Pust, Cory Peterson, Wendi 
Scalekamp. Front Row: Laurie Aykens, Chad Baker, Catherine Vermeer, Tml 
Vander Waal , Jason Robertson. 
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Congratulations Seniors!! · 
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We Are Outta Here! 
As the yearbook staff looked back at the 95/96 school year many 
things come to mind. From the Gramm hesteria to the mass of 
construction on campus the school year was very busy. Putting 
together this book of memories reminded us of all the crazy 
events that made Life more Full here at NWC. Events like the 
Coley Fire and the Theatre Playhouse fire evacuation certainly 
kept the Orange City Fire Dept. on their toes. It is our hope that 
you will enjoy looking at the yearbook as much as we did putting it 
together. May the memories live on in your hearts and on the 
pages of the Cornerstone for many years to come! 
Sincerely, 
The Cornerstone Yearbook Staff 
Jasan Whitaker, Co-Editor 
Sara D. Velhuizen , Co-Editor 
Kim Case, Advisor 
Amanda Lowman, Photo Editor 
Tina Jackson, Assistant Photo Editor 
Jenny Martin, Special Events Editor 
Wendy Ackerberg , Sports Editor 
Laura Ferguson, Fine Arts Editor 
Sara Ewing, Groups Editor 
Marie Tilderquist, Photographer 
Shelly Mahr, Photographer 
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